
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

HAROLD WEISBERG, : 

Plaintiff, : 

Ve Civil Action No. 75-1996 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, RECEIVED 

Defendant JAN: 

JANics r. Uaver, Clerk 

PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTIONS TO COMPEL RELEASE 
OF (1) "WITHHELD" FBI LAB TICKLER MATERIALS AND OF 
(2) NEUTRON ACTIVATION AND SPECTROGRAPHIC MATERIALS 

  

I. FBI HAS NOT JUSTIFIED WITHHOLDING OF FBI LAB TICKLERS       In responding to plaintiff's motion to compel release of FBI   4 
| 1 

| 

| | | | 
upon the unsworn testimony of its counsel that the documents sought 

laboratory tickler files which remain withheld, defendant relies 

1 

{ 

"either are not relevant to this case, not in existence, or al- 
1 

| 

| 

| ready in plaintiff's possession," and the unsworn allegations of | 
| 
a similar nature made in the February 21, 1980 letter from Mr. | 

‘Flanders to plaintiff Harold Weisberg. Defendant also argues that 

| filing this motion ignores the Court's finding of February 26, | 

| 

11980 "that [a] proper and good faith search has been made [by the 

/FBI for all items responsive to plaintiff's request." (Memorandum, 

ip. 1) . ! 

|! First, it must be noted that this is an inaccurate, indeed 

) 

) dishonest quotation of the Court's February 26, 1980 order. The 

\pertinent provision of that Order, properly quoated, reads as 

‘follows: 

\ | 
|, - . . the Court finds that proper and good 
i faith search has been made for all items re- 
|! sponsive to plaintiff's request in the FBI 
i headquarters' Murkin files and in all files of 
{| the FBI field offices, with the exception of 
i! of the Frederick residency. 
 



The Court's February 26 order, at least insofar as it pertains 

to FBI Headquarters records, is limited to MURKIN files and does 

not address other than MURKIN files. The records contained in 

FBI Laboratory tickler files are not MURKIN files, otherwise they 

would have been located in and produced at the time the MURKIN 

files were processed and released. 

Secondly, Mr. Flanders February 21, 1980 letter carefully 

limits what was searched for in these ticklers to documents:   
A. The originals of which appear in the 

Headquarters MURKIN file, but which contain 

hand-written notes that would not appear on 

the original;   
B. Concerning the assassination, but 

copies of which were not placed in any of 

the files released to you. 

C. Consisting of raw work papers. 

| There is no basis for placing these limitations on the search 

| 
} 

! 

that was made. These records were not searched pursuant to the 

| 
i 
{ pugusts 1977 Stipulation, and even if that Stipulation were appli- 

‘cable, it had no such limitation as the FBI made here under Mr. 

| 
FFlanders' "A". Even if these records had no notations, they would | 

istill be within plaintiff's requests. In addition, it must be re-   
‘marked that the FBI frequently places typewritten notations on 

/documents which are of great interest to plaintiff. 
1 
! 
| 

  
| 

| Finally, with respect to the three documents that ~ 

allegedly "have no apparent connection" with Mr. Weisberg's re- 

| 
quests "and were probably simply misfiled," according to Mr. 
\ | | 
|Flanders' letter of February 21, 1980, the description of these | 

| 
| 
| 

i| 
(documents given by Mr. Flanders is not sufficient to establish 

‘whether or not they are unrelated to plaintiff's reugqests, and 

| | 
‘what description is given by Mr. Flanders--that they concern “a | 

(kidnapping; Insterstate Transportation in Aid of Racketeering- | 

1 

Bribery, Conspiracy; and Bomb Threats-Explosives and Incendiary | 

| 
| 

_Devices"--makes it plausible that they might be relevant. Neither | 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

plaintiff nor the Court can tell on the basis of the description 

‘provided, and the Court, not having extensive knowledge or all 
| 

| |



matters possibly related to the King assassination, is — ina 

position to reliably judge this from an in camera inspection. Be- 

cause there are only three documents involved and the FBI makes 

no claim of exemption, the easier course to pursue would simply be 

‘to provide the records to plaintiff regardless of whether or not 

they are thought by present FBI agents unfamiliar with the King 

assassination to be unrelated to it.   
\II. DEFENDANT HAS FAILED TO SHOW THAT IT HAS PRODUCED ALL 

SPECTROGRAPHIC AND NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS MATERIALS 
SOUGHT BY PLAINTIFF. 
  

With respect to plaintiff's motion to compel disclosure of 

idant first claims that neutron activation analysis materials have 

‘already been produced. In support for this claim defendant relies 

upon a receipt signed by Mr. Weisberg on March 23, 1976. However, 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 
| 

| 
pentron activation and spectrographic analysis materials, defen- 

| 
i 

| 

| 

! 
item 8 of that receipt refers only to "Nine pages of raw data   \calculations used in neutron activation results compiled in FBI 

“Laboratory report dated April 29, 1978." Plaintiff contends that 

this is not all of the neutron activation materials. (See, 

ji 

|) January 18, 1981 Weisberg Affidavit, 21) Although defendant tries   
'to butress its claim by reference to the deposition testimony of | 

‘special Agent John W. Kilty, defendant misrepresents that testi- | 

“mony. During he deposition Agent Kilty conceded that the FBI | 

‘might not have given plaintiff the computer printouts of the NAA 

testing. (See, January 18, 1981 Weisberg Affidavit, 423; see also. 
I | 

| Exhibit 2 to Weisberg's January 18, 1981 affidavit, which contains | 
i | 

(P- 24 of Kilty's deposition testimony on this.) The receipt signed 
| | 
| by Weisberg contains no listing of any such computer printouts. | 

berg, defendant limits this to spectrographic plates and declares 

| 
| 

| 

| 

| 
\ 
| 

| 

With respect to the spectrographic materials sought by Weis- | 

i 

;and that they haven't found them anyway. The plates are clearly 
V1 
1 

| 

that the FBI has never considered these part of plaintiff's request, 

| 
| 

| 
| 

| 
Vy 
{| 

| 
| 
|



relevant to plaintiff's request; defendant's attempt to pretend 

otherwise just illustrates the extraordinary--and silly--lengths 

eo which it will go to obstruct plaintiff's access to records. 

‘Defendant makes no claim that the plates do not exist, only that 

they cannot be located. There is no sworn statement attesting to 

the nature of the search that was made, nor is there any claim 

that these records have been destroyed. This issue has recently 

been dealt with by the Court of Appeals in Weisberg v. United 
  

states Department of Justice, 627 F.2d 365 (1980), where the Court 

held that summary judgment was not warranted for for exactly the   same kind of documents as are involved here because 

- . . the agency affidavits now before us 
do not denote which files were searched or 
by whom, do not reflect any systematic ap- 
proach to document location, and do not pro- 
vide information specific enough to enable 
Weisberg to challenge the procedures utilized. 

  
627 F.2d at 371. 

| 

In this case the Department of Justice has not even proffered   lan affidavit attesting to the nature of the search undertaken, much 

less met the requirements laid down by the Court of Appeals in 

i | 
“Weisberg, supra. 

Accordingly, the Court has no alternative but to require the | 
| 

|; 
| FBI to conduct a further search to determine where the non-produced 

'spectrographic plates (and any other spectrographic materials, ! 

| 

_such as notes) are. | 

r Respectfully submitted, 

hi } vo» ft 

i, wig 
per NS. # { 

A ff a ote if Yo Lie ae 

\ JAMES H. LESAR y 
it 2101 L Street, N.W., Suite 203 

|! Washington, D.C. 20037 
“Phone: 223-5587 

  

Attorney for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
  

I hereby certify that I have this 30th day of January, 1981, 

mailed a copy of the foregoing Plaintiff's Reply to Defendant's 

Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motions to Compel Release 

of (1) "Withheld" FBI Lab Ticler Materials and of (2) Neutron 

Activation and Spectrographic Materials to Mr. William G. Cole, 

Room 3137, Civil Division, U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, 

D.C. 20530. 
A YD 
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YT JAMES H.' LESAR™ — 

 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

Vv. C.A. 75-1996 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, : 

Defendant. 

SUPPLEMENT TO HAROLD WEISBERG'S AFFIDAVIT OF JANUARY 6, 1981 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I reside at 7627 Old Receiver Road (Route 12), 

Frederick, Maryland. I am the plaintiff in this case. 

1. On January 6, 1981, I mailed my counsel an affidavit in which I dispute 

representations of compliance by the FBI in the most recent of its Motions for 

Partial Summary Judgment. In my January 6 affidavit I state that among the 

information sought in my requests and not provided are the spectrographic plates 

and certain neutron activation analysis (NAA) records. I also state that these 

had been promised by the FBI; that the appeals office in 1978 obtained the FBI's 

agreement to provide them; that Department counsel and the FBI's house counsel 

both have knowledge of the withholding of these plates and NAA information from 

participation in the deposition of SA John Kilty; and that no Motion for Summary 

Judgment can be made in good faith while these pertinent records remain withheld. 

2. On January 7, 1981, I received the attached letter from Thomas H. 

Bresson, Chief of the FBI's FOIPA Branch. (Exhibit 1) Mr. Bresson acknowledges 

that the plates have not been provided and now, almost five years after SA Kilty 

swore to full compliance and I disputed him under oath, Mr. Bresson claims they 

did not “turn up" in an alleged search made at some carefully unspecified time. 

3. If those plates are missing, as under normal circumstances will be 

impossible, that should have become apparent before Kilty swore to having provided 

complete compliance with that Item of my April 15, 1975, request. (The plates and 

neutron activation information are also pertinent to my 1969 and December 23, 1975, 

requests. )



4. Further explanations are included in my response to SA Bresson. 

(Exhibit 2) 

5. In my affidavit of January 6 I also state that the FBI has not made 

any real search to comply with the surveillance Items of my request. Bernard 

Fensterwald and I are among those included in these Items. Under date of December 

19, 1977, my counsel provided SA John Hartingh with Fensterwald's privacy waiver. 

In it he authorizes the FBI to disclose to me "any records responsive to Mr. 

Weisberg's requests which mention or pertain to me." 

6. The FBI has and the FBI's FOIPA Branch knows that the FBI has 

information on surveillance of Fensterwald. It has just disclosed proof of this. 

Exhibit 3 is a record disclosed in response to appeal in which what had been 

previously withheld reflects this surveillance. I first saw this record after I 

mailed my affidavit to my counsel. 

7. This previously withheld information about Fensterwald is, "In 

September, 1972, he received a letter from Dr. Julius Mader of East Berlin, 

soliciting an order for Mader's book, Yellow List: Where is the CIA? He returned 

the order blank with a check for the book (105-44852)." 

8. This brief summary identifies the FBIHQ file from which it comes, 

105-44852. Reference to it should have been reflected in even the most rudimentary 

search, if any had been made, to comply with the surveillance Item of my requests. 

9. This information is the result of mail interception, a form of 

surveillance. The Church Committee held hearings on the FBI's and CIA's mail 

surveillance activities, published those hearings and filed a report with the 

Senate. (The CIA intercepted for the FBI.) 

10. Dr. Mader also wrote me about his earlier book, of which he sent 

me an unsolicited copy. It is among my mail I believe was intercepted by the 

CIA/FBL. 

1l. Neither has complied with my requests for all their records pertaining 

to me. 

12. This surveillance information was withheld by the FBI in this instant 

cause. There has been no response to my appeals, which include surveillance 

information on me, except for the essentially meaningless and evasive statement 

that I am not listed in the electronic surveillance indices. In my appeals I have



provided FBI and other proofs of surveillance of me. 

HAROLD WETSBERG 

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this 7th day of January 1981 Deponent Harold Weisberg has 

appeared and signed this affidavit, having first sworn that the statements 

made therein are true. 

My commission expires July 1, 1982. 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

  

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

  

Washington, D.C. 20535 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road. 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

Reference is made to your letter dated November 15, 
1980, from your Attorney, Mr. Lesar, to Mr. William G. Cole, 
Civil Division, Department of Justice, wherein you requested 
in part spectrographic plates concerning the murder of 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., noting that these plates were 
previously promised to you by the Department of Justice, 
Office of Privacy and Information Appeals (OPIA). 

Please be advised that an extensive search for 
these materials was conducted when we became aware of the 
offer by OPIA to you of the plates. This search turned up no 
plates relative to the King case. We shall keep your request 
on file should such plates be located in the near future. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dec Pte nan fp aP 
Thomas H. Bresson, Chief 
Freedom of Information- 

Privacy Acts Branch 
Records Management Division 

FBI/DOJ 

  

Coke T5H1996 Exhibit 1 
seit



  

tee 

| Code 75-1996 Exhibit 2 
| 
| 

a 

Mr. Thomas H. Bresson, Chief 1/7/81 
FOIPA Branch , 
FEI 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Dear ‘ir, Bresson, 

In your letter of Janugry 5 you state, of the King assassination spectrographic 

plates you refer to as promised to me by Mr. Shea, that after "an extensive search," 

none "turned up.“ 

Ir is my understanding that they were promised by the FREI, through S& Horace 

Beckwith, and that “r. Shea merely relayed the FHI's assurances. 

That you cannot find any of these plates is not consistent with the deposition 

testimony of SA John Kiltye 

It is not merely that these were, belatedly, promised to mee They are within the 

second} tem of my April 15, 1975 request. ‘our people have sworn to compliance over and 

over again, your counsel provides the same untruthful assurances to the Court repeatedly, 

and he is again seeking summary judgement. Of course your claim that you cannot find 

these plates, now made for the first time, raises substantial questions about your failing 

to inform the Court or me of your alleged inability to find them while swearing to | 

full and complete compliance with an Item requiring their production. — 

If you can't find something like apectrographic plates how can you file affidavits 

claiming that 1 received records based on a field office's belief that they were sent 

to FREIHQ? 

It is my understanding that such records may not be destroyed without authority, 

and that in the files they are replaced by a citation of the authority and a report of 

any such destruction. If they were destroyed, it would seem that you should have a record 

of ite Because authority is also requested, your files should hold a copy of any requeste 

This is, I believe, quite unusual and entirely inconsistent with all the FRI hes 

represented about its preservation of records, particularly with regard to a matter that 

is in litigation, as this has been, constantly, since 1968, in one court or anothere 

 



  

  

I would like to kmow who made the search, when and where it was made, and anything 

else fou can provide pertaining to the search. I regard this as important and by a carbon 

of this letter I will ask my counsel to call it to the attention of the Sourt. 

Your own records reflect the fact that the FEL, supposedly, was preserving every= 

thing and in all ways being extraordinarily careful because, as of the time of my 

requests and continuing until after C.A. 75-1996 was filed, Ray had not exhausted his 

appealse You therefore were required to _— these plates long after the beginning of 

the instant litigation. 

The FEI was also to have provided the spectrographic plates pertaining to the JFK 

assassination. It has note I do ant expect to hear from you, whenever you get around to 

this after all the many years unt that case now on remand, that those satus also cannot 

be found because you, personally, displayed them to me in your office, when Sis Kilty 

and frazier were with you and my counsel was with mee 

Sa Kilty also testified to the FuI's having information pasttedning to neutron 

activation analy ses that had not been provided. I have not received it and have not 

heard anything further about it from the FBI although I have raised this question on 

appeal and through counsel. With regard to this the FEI has also provided untruthful 

sworn assurances of fukk and complete compliance to the Court, even recently and gmx 

in the name of the SA whose initials are after your name. Your Legal Couhsel Diviaion 

counsel and Department counsel both heard this Kilty testimony. This withheld information 

has not been providede Will you please let me know when to expect it? 

You date the time of the alleged search at "when we became aware of the offer by OPIA 

to you of the phates." This is a rather strange formulation. However, the time SA Beckwith 

said the plates would be provided was the summer of 1978. You were “aware” then and long 

before then, from my letterse You also were “aware” as of the time of the Kilty deposition. 

You do not state that you made the search in response to my counsel's letter of about three : 

months ago to “re Cole, although that also would reflect an exceptional delay with a case 

in court for more than five years and when you are pushing motions for summary judgement. 

   



  

Was not the FEL aware of the pertinence of these plates at the time of my 4969 and 

4975 requests that include them, or at the time I filed C.aA. To19368 Was it not aware 

in 1976 when SA Kilty swore to full and complete compliance and persisted in this after 

4 " alleged continued non-compliance? 

While this is not the first occasion, in this I am making you aware of false affirma- 

tions filed in this litigation by the FHI. fhe FBI has an unblemished records of doing 

swearings 

nothing at all about false suamriugE, except, perhaps, for promoting those who utter 

them. I vould like to hear from you what, if anything, the FAI intendgs to do, with 

regard to the untruths presented to the Court ané and with regard to those who provide 

untruths to a court of lawe 

I am taking your tacit acknowledgement that I have not been provided with informa= 

tion called for by my requests and for which no claim to any exemption was made as an 

admission that the attestions of futr-and complete compliance are not truthfule 

Sincerely, 

/ ; 

(Che lee 
Harold Weisberg 
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April 29, 1974. 
1 - Mr. Mintz 

poios- gasss-- 5707 a os 

  

Bernardyrensterwald, Jr., Esq. 

  

  

    
  

WF ay : | oC Washington, D. C. 29006 4 (, 
7 #t sy — . : « 

, Ma Dear Mr. Fensterwald: © . a’ m 
pa oe | . ; \s 
are A search of our records has been conducted in an i! 

Qo a? attempt to locate the original signed statement of 4 
aye Silvia Tirado de Duran, which you requested in your letter ) 

ge, of April 17th enclosing a copy of the first page of this 
a RS Bureau's translation of the statement (Warren Commission % 
wie ge: Document No. 77€a). XN 

2 a The original of the desired document does not -& 
co se appear in our files. As the sworn staterent was taken by \ 
=" a Captain Fernando Gutierrez Barrios, Mexican Federal Secur- : 

ee ity Police, presumably the original is in the custody of the ..)° 
Ss si Direccion Federal de Seguridad, Mexico City, D. F. You may Wi 
tg aye desire to contact™that agency relative to your request. %, 2 eo ~ 

ry f _ MAILED 22 Sincerely yours, N . 

m gv | apR291974 | c. M. Kelley 
8 He = Clarence M. Kelley 3 = 

oe bo Director ¢ 
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1 - The Deputy Attorney General - Enclosure . 
1 = Bufile 62-11553C (FOI-REPLIES) 
NOTE: For four years in 1960's the correspondent was chief 
counsel of the Subcommittee on Administrative Practices and 
Procedures, U. S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary, during G 
which period was anti-FBI. In January, 1969, the National 
Committee to Investigate Assassinations was formed with 
Fensterwald as executive director (77-4420€). In September, 

1972, he receivec a letter from Dr. Julius Mader of -East Beflin 
soliciting am orderafor Macer's book *Yeliow List: * Where is- ° 

‘the CIA?" -He-returned the order blank with a:check for the... , 
book (105-44852). In 1970 under FOIA he unsuccessfully hrought 
civil suit for the Bureau's reports in the Senator Robert F. 
Kennedy assassination investigation (62-587). “In response to a 
Bureau cablegram to the Legat, Mexico City, the Legat advised - 
on 4/24/74 that the original sworn statement of Silvia Tirado 

de Duran is presumably in the custody of the Mexican Federal 
Security Police (DFS). A Xerox copy is in the Legat's files;. 
however, the signatures of the subject on several pages is 
barely discernible. As clearance should be secured to dissem- 

ate a copy, the Lecgat recommended that the requester be 
rred to pe OFS. fai 

~ he 
aS To 5 4 . - RAPES ETYPE UNIT) Fey iu l 4X nes 1974 

TOT emer ee 88 eS te Ree et ear oin SNe ee moe 2S eee



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

eee eee eee eee eee eee oe eee eee ee ee seer ees eevee eee 

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I reside at 7627 Old Receiver Road (Route 12), 

Frederick, Maryland. I am the plaintiff in this case. 

1. On January 6, 1981, I executed and mailed an affidavit (my affidavit) 

to my counsel. In it I repeat allegations I have made throughout this long and 

deliberately stonewalled case, that as long as Department counsel and affiants are 

immune in misleading, deceptive and false representations made to the Court, this 

case will never end except without compliance. 

2. Had Department counsel set out to prove my allegations, he could 

succeed no better than he has in his Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion 

to Compel (new Memorandum), mailed to my counsel but not to me on January 6, 1981. 

This Memorandum has the clear and intended purpose of misrepresenting, deceiving 

and misleading; deliberately withholds what is material in what is cited so that it 

can be misrepresented, and it is misrepresented; and states untruths, as I specify 

below. 

3. In addition, he has and has had the intention of stonewalling and 

delaying to the degree possible, while pretending to the contrary. One of his 

means of stonewalling and of applying unnecessary time restrictions and problems 

on me was to abrogate the long-standing arrangement under which copies of all 

documents were sent to me as well as to my counsel. I asked my counsel to raise 

this at the August 15, 1980, status call, in general and with specific reference to 

the new Vaughn showing. (Transcript, pp.7-8) Despite the understanding at that 

calendar call and the reminders in my subsequent affidavits, he still refuses to



do this. Thu result with the Vaughn showing is that I had to request more time, 

which displeased the Court. With regard to the new Memorandum, it reached my 

counsel on January 8, he made and mailed me a copy that day, but it did not reach 

me until midday onithe 12th, an extra delay of four days. Delay is built into the 

abrogation of the long-standing prior arrangement. 

4. Fortunately, the time of the filing of this new Memorandum coincided 

with the return for a few days of Ms. Rae Barrett. She had helped me on a part-time 

basis until about August 1, 1980, when she returned to her family in Vermont for 

personal reasons. While Ms. Barrett had come to catch up on filing and other 

matters now beyond my capacity as a result of complications following two operations 

last fall, she was able to make some searches I would not have been able to make. 

She also located a collection of copies of documents, mostly MURKIN and FBI FOIA 

records, I had made for other purposes. Some of them are pertinent to recent 

allegations by defendant. They follow below. 

5. One of the allegations in my affidavit is that Department counsel 

cannot make any motion for summary judgment in good faith when he knows of pertinent 

and withheld information for which no exemption is claimed. As an example I cite 

the still-withheld spectrographic plates and neutron activation analysis (NAA) 

records I knew existed and had not been provided. I state that Department and FBI 

house counsel both have personal knowledge of this from having represented the 

witness who testified that the information exists and was not provided. I also 

state that I had filed a number of appeals with Quinlan Shea, Department Director 

of FOIPA appeals. 

6. Item 2 of my April 15, 1975, request reads: "2. The results of any 

spectrographic or neutron activation analyses." This clearly includes all pertinent 

records, including spectrographic plates and NAA printouts. 

7. These same materials are also within my 1969 requests, which were 

ignored and do seek all evidence said to incriminate James Earl Ray, and the 

converse Item 28 of my December 23, 1975, request, for all "information which 

exculpates or tends to exculpate" Ray. 

8. Moreover, these are all FBIHQ MURKIN records and are required to have 

been produced in compliance with the Department's offer of all MURKIN records. 

9. If there might be any pretense that the spectrographic plates and NAA



materials are not within these requests, the FBI's own interpretation is to the 

contrary. The FBI interprets both as included. If the FBI chooses to regard these 

withheld materials as "raw data," the new Memorandum establishes in its Attachment 

A that raw data is, to the FBI's understanding, within my requests. 

10. In C.A. 75-226 I also seek the similar records pertaining to the 

assassination of President Kennedy (JFK case). This was originally c.A. 2301-70. 

It is the case over which, according to the Congressional Record, courts and Mr. 

Shea, the Congress amended the investigatory files exemption of FOIA in 1974. 

11. In the JFK case the FBI asked my counsel and me to confer. When we 

met in the office of SA Thomas H. Bresson, now chief of the FBI's FOIPA branch, he 

was accompanied by SAs Robert Frazier and John Kilty. They had with them and they 

offered me the spectrographic plates ~- at a cost of $50.00 each. They knew full 

well that I could not pay something close to $1,000.00 for them and their smiles 

reflected this. 

12. At a point in C.A. 75-226, Department counsel in that case, anticipating 

his next move in court, made hand-delivery of a large envelope of raw NAA data to 

my counsel, at his home at night, immediately prior to a scheduled calendar call. 

Examination of the contents of that envelope reflected the fact that it consisted 

mostly of NAA computer printouts. 

13. In accord with his usual practice, Department counsel uses his 

Vehicle unsworn 

Memorandum as a @mm@e for his own/testimony (henceforth, "testimemo'), in which 

he seeks to add to the record what is not correct, is not in the record and cannot 

safely be stated by others under oath. Thus he states (p. 2) that the spectrographic 

plates "have never been considered by the FBI to be part of plaintiff's Information 

Act requests." The immediately preceding Paragraphs refute his unsworn and 

inaccurate attempt to testify. 

14. Contrary to the present representations of Department counsel, the 

Department and the FBI have always understood that both the spectrographic plates 

and NAA printouts are within my requests, as clearly they are. 

15. Mr. Bresson is careful not to state that the plates do not exist 

because FBI regulations prohibit the unauthorized destruction of such records. He 

also provides no details of the alleged searches. 

16. Department counsel, this late, now represents that these spectrographic



plates "do not exist." In support of this "testimemo," he offers Attachment B, 

which does not state that they "do not exist." (I attach as Exhibit 1 a copy of 

this letter as I received it because that copy is clearer. The date does not 

appear on either copy.) All that SA Bresson claims in this letter, without 

specifying whether or not his claimed inability to find these plates is normal, 

is that they were not found: "This search turned up no plates relative to the 

King case." My uncontested prior affidavits, illuminated with excerpts from FBI 

records, is that the destruction of such evidence is precluded by FBI regulations 

and the destruction of any records pertinent in any litigation also is prohibited. 

There has not been any time since Dr. King was killed that there has not been some 

litigation. This instant cause was filed long before Ray reached the Supreme 

Court. He is again/the courts and those records all are pertinent to his ongoing 

litigation. 

17. Department counsel, pretending that these plates are not pertinent, 

again offers his "testimemo" that, "to honor an informal promise by a Department of 

Justice employee to give copies of any plates that might be located to Mr. Weisberg," 

the FBI only recently instituted a search for them. From beginning to end, this is 

not truthful. 

18. When the FBI sought to extort $50.00 a plate, I could not pay for 

them. After I was awarded the fee waiver, I did request them. When I did not 

receive them, I appealed their withholding to Mr. Shea. He tooks this up with the 

FBI's then supervisor on this case, SA Horace P. Beckwith. Beckwith agreed that 

they are pertinent, that for most persons the cost was prohibitive, and that in 

this and the JFK assassination case they would be provided without cost. Mr. Shea 

then informed me that copies would be provided, but for more than two years I 

heard nothing further from the FBI. Despite this 1978 FBI promise, only recently 

did I receive any copies of the JFK spectrographic plates. They are not identified 

and they are not complete, but once I received them I perceived new reasons for 

their being withheld: they refer to testing on dates the FBI represented in C.A. 

75-226 that no tests were made. 

19. Department counsel misrepresents the deposition testimony of 

Laboratory SA John Kilty. He states of it that "On pages 20 through 25," Kilty 

was asked about "both neutron activation and spectrographic materials. As to



neutron activation documents, he testified that these documents had already been 

provided to Mr. Weisberg (p. 22, 23), a recollection supported by a receipt for 

these documents signed by Harold Weisberg on March 23, 1976 (see Attachment A, 

item 8)."" He says nothing else about these materials. 

20. The intent to deceive, mislead and misrepresent is made apparent by 

what Department counsel does not attach, the transcript for the pages he cites. 

(I do, as Exhibit 2.) It is his representation, although he omits the word "all," 

that I received, as required, all the "neutron activation documents" and that this 

is "supported by a receipt for these documents" I Signed. The suggestion that I 

lied to the Court is obvious. I am not the liar. 

21. The receipt is for various records. Item 8 reads, in full, "(8) 

Nine pages of raw data calculations used in neutron activation results compiled in 

FBI Laboratory report dated April 29, 1968." Nine pages are hardly all the neutron 

activation records. Kilty did not testify that they are and they are not. Ae 

stated above, in the similar case, C.A. 75-226, when the "raw data" was provided, 

it was of about three inches of xeroxes. 

22. Kilty was evasive. On page 20, lines 5 and 6, he pretends that the 

Lab has no files. He does admit that records were in the Lab, which is contrary to 

the Department's representations in this case (that all records are in Central 

Records). However, he acknowledged that there "were things physically in the 

Laboratory that are in response to these items." He identified "the data, the raw 

data on the neutron activation analysis." "The" raw data signifies all the raw data, 

in the absence of any contrary testimony. 

23. On page 22, line 13, he was asked, "What about the printouts?" He 

replied, "That was the raw data, what I'm talking about ..." (lines 14-16) Asked, 

"When did you provide us with that?" he responded, "I think we gave that in a meeting 

we had down in Tom Blake's office." (lines 17-19) My counsel contradicted Kilty, 

saying, "I am advised we were given only the handwritten notes, not any printouts." 

(line 23 and page 23, line 1) Kilty then admitted, "You might not have been. They're 
  

right with them." (line 2, emphasis added) This states the opposite of Department 

counsel's ''testimemo," for we were not given any of the existing and located printouts.



It also states that they were with the few pages of notes Kilty did provide, his 

Item 8 pages, and nonetheless, in his supposedly thorough searching, he did not 

provide them. 

24. Mr. Lesar stated, "We do not have the printouts. Is there any 

objection to giving them to us now?" Kilty pretended that "now"! meant that very 

' Mr. Lesar said, "I don't mean right instant and responded, "I don't have them.’ 

this minute. But will the FBI make them available?" Kilty's snide rejoinder is, 

"T guess, if you make a request for them." (lines 18-23) This for pertinent 

records he had testified had been provided. Mr. Lesar's correct statement at the 

top of the next page is, "Well, that doesn't require a request. They are a part 

of the original request." (Later, I also said I would not file a 1979 request for 

what I had requested four years earlier.) This is without contradiction, in the 

deposition testimony and in fact. Department counsel asked to go off the record, 

after which Kilty became evasive and obstructionist again. He even disputed that 

the printouts he called printouts are printouts and are but "pieces of Polaroid 

film." (lines 10-18) (On page 23, lines 6 and 7, he refers to them as "Optikon 

printouts," again confirming that they exist and that he had not provided them. ) 

25. All of this comes out in Department counsel's "testimemo" as "he 

(Kilty) testified that these documents had already been provided to Mr. Weisberg," 

for which he cites pages 22 and 23 only. This, apparently, is his basis for the 

prejudicial canard of the first sentence of the new Memorandum, that what I asked 

' This is a very large and a very for is "already in plaintiff's possession.’ 

deliberate lie, a lie that is essential to summary judgment. 

26. The very next matter in the deposition transcript is Mr. Lesar's 

question, "With respect to the spectrographic analysis, there would also be spectro- 

graphic plates, would there not?" Kilty's pretense is that he does not know Lf 

in spectrographic analysis there are spectrographic plates. His answer is, "I 

don't know." (page 24, lines 21-23) Then after confirming that "spectrographic 

plates are created in that test," he claims that he does not know whether or not 

they now exist, a strange representation of his having made a search for all 

spectrographic materials in response to my April 15, 1975, request. Mr. Lesar 

asked "that you check on that, too, because we were not provided those." Department 

counsel asked that a new request be made. I refused. He then said, "We will see 

if they can be made available to you." This is hardly consistent with Department



counsel's representation that he and the FBI's first knowledge was when they 

"recently searched for them to honor an informal promise by a Department of Justice 

employee to give copies of any plates that might be located to Mr. Weisberg." 

"Any" is underscored because, without question, they were created and, without 

question, there is no authority for destroying them. More than a year earlier 

Department counsel had said, "We will see if they can be made available to you." 

27. It cannot be denied that these plates are within my original 

requests. The FBI's own record is that it interpreted spectrographic plates to 

be within my request. The Department regulations require that, if there is any 

question about a request, the requester is to be asked to provide explanation. IL 

was not asked for any explanation of any item of any request. The transcript of 

the deposition leaves no doubt that we believed these plates and the NAA materials 

are within the requests. Under the Department's own regulation, we made this clear 

the day of the deposition, October 12, 1979. 

28. In attaching the receipt, to which he gives a meaning it does not 

have, Department counsel suggests that this is the net result of a search of the 

files. It is not. The most recent of my reminders of the withholding of these 

materials is my letter to the FBI of August 17, 1980. (Exhibit 3) It is in response 

to his client's letter of August 11. (Exhibit 4) After indicating the evasiveness 

of the FBI with regard to the so-called "bulkies" in this case, I go into the 

existence and withholding of these identical NAA and spectrographic materials 

beginning at the bottom of page 1. I refer to Kilty's deposition testimony, to 

the participation in it of Department counsel, state again that they are within my 

requests, refer to the knowledge provided by the cited earlier litigation, refer 

to the undisputed content of earlier pertinent affidavits, and state that "It is 

now about a year since SA Kilty acknowledged the existence of records that still 

are not provided and are included within your quoted language.'"' (This is a 

reference to the quotation from Exhibit 4 at the bottom of page 1 of Exhibit 3, 

"you have previously been provided approximately 100 pages of laboratory 

documents ...'' which does not say that the 100 pages are all the pertinent 

"laboratory documents." This is still another proof that defendant knows other 

and better than is represented in this "testimemo."” 

29. My letter, Exhibit 3, like so many others, remains ignored and is



now misrepresented in the new Memorandum. 

30. If Department counsel had searched even those deposition discovery 

records that were not provided until too late for them to be used in the questioning, 

he would have learned other than he represents to the Court. There are pertinent 

records among them. Some are included in the copies I made for other purposes 

that Ms. Barrett just located. Department counsel should know about them because 

he is the one who, so belatedly, ultimately did provide some. Those included in 

the following paragraphs, while they may not be all pertinent records because of 

noncompliance, are copies made from the FBI's own FOIA files. (See Paragraphs #4 

below. ) 

31. Exhibit 5 is a March 2, 1976, McDermott to Cochran memo. It states 

that the FBI had "narrowly construed" my request, pretendedly to save me "undue 

expense."" This had been stated earlier by the Deputy Attorney General. In response, 

my counsel wrote him that I did not want them either narrowly construzed or 

rewritten. Exhibit 5's first two addenda reflect the fact that the Laboratory 

Division would not search some of the Items that, despite this, SA Thomas Wiseman 

attested it did search. The deposition testimony of both Wiseman and Kilty confirms 

my 1976 affidavits alleging that no search at all had been made in response to 

several of the Items of my April 15, 1975, request. To date and to Department 

counsel's knowledge, those searches still have not been made. Wiseman's affidavit 

is untruthful. This and other of his own FOIA files establish that he knew his 

affidavit not to be truthful when he executed it. The third addendum, Kilty's of 

November 14, 1975, states that he could search only Items 1-4 and that the Lab has 

spectrographic and NAA records. 

32. Exhibit 6 is the March 25, 1976, Legal Counsel to Adams memo reporting 

the meeting at which the receipt provided by Department counsel was signed. The 

memo was written by SA Parle T. Blake. It acknowledges that I “indicated a strong 

belief that the FBI possessed additional material responsive to his request which 

we had not furnished him." While without basis limiting this to what might be in 

the Memphis office, Blake states, "There is a possibility he is correct in this 

contention." I knew of the existence of the spectrographic plates and the NAA 

printouts, as well as other NAA records, that were not provided and remain withheld. 

Among these other records are those prepared prior to and pertaining to the



submission of specimens to neutron activation. I have not received a single one 

in this case. The recommendation of Exhibit 6 is that the Memphis office 

"immediately review its files to locate any information in its possession not 

previously furnished to FBIHQ which might be within the scope of plaintiff's 

request." (Emphasis added) Memphis also had pertinent information furnished to 

it by FBIHQ. Contrary to the representations made to this Court to stonewall the 

case and limit compliance, Exhibit 6 acknowledges forthrightly that searches at 

FBIHQ alone do not constitute sufficient compliance. It states that "this position 

is not considered tenable, given the facts in this case." After more than a year 

of further stonewalling, I was enticed into agreeing to the Stipulation in order 

to be able to obtain this withheld information because the Department persisted 

before this Court in the "untenable" position, that it could and would comply fully 

from FBIHQ files. 

33. Under "Details" on page 3 it is acknowledged, as I state above, that 

Ray's appeals were not exhausted and were before the courts. In fact, this is the 

reason initially advanced for total noncompliance. This exhibit also confirms 

that there was no time when there was not some litigation which required the 

preservation of all records. At the same point it is admitted that I was not 

provided with "the results of a great number of ballistics tests." Whereas Wiseman 

swore that there were no photographs of the scene of the crime and AUSA Dugan 

persisted in this untruth before this Court, the Deputy, whose information was 

W 
provided by the FBI, acknowledges the existence of "several hundred photographs in 

Bureau files," including "the inside of the room rented by Mr. Ray.'' While Blake 

states on page 4 that all these pictures were "made available to plaintiff and his 

attorney for a review at FBIHQ on 3/23/76," in fact we were lied to about most of 

them and I faced the need to persuade the FBI to make a better search. As a result, 

two additional sets of photographs were first located and then denied. (We had to 

go to the appeals court to get the Louw/Life pictures, delayed until late in 1980.) 

The next paragraph includes this and more in the language, "plaintiff strongly 

indicated his belief that he had not been furnished all the material in possession 

of the FBI falling within the scope of his request, and specifically indicated that 

he was positive that we would have more laboratory material and photographs than 

had been made available to him. He was politely but firmly advised (arrogantly and 

untruthfully would be more accurate - HW) that we had thoroughly reviewed the entire



Murkin file at FBIHQ and made available to him all material located which could 

possibly be within the scope of his request and which could be released. ... When 

plaintiff continued to persist in his statements that the laboratory material was 

incomplete, SA Blake requested SA Kilty to join the meeting in an effort to 

convince plaintiff of the completeness of the laboratory material.'' He pretends 

that Kilty was "somewhat successful," which is not the case, as the record in this 

litigation and my appeals reflect. This was after I had been provided with copies 

of those nine pages Kilty had come up with. Blake admits (page 5) that I was 

correct in ridiculing the absence of photographs of the scene of the crime. They 

had not been provided and the FBI did have them. 

34. Blake acknowledges that I offered to provide "information which would 

help us locate other material in our possession responsive to his request," but 

that they would not accept it orally and insisted upon it in writing. He also 

acknowledges my statement that what was not in FBIHQ files “most certainly would be 

located in appropriate field office files," which has since proven to be correct, 

as any FBI agent should have known. He acknowledges that I told them I "was not 

interested in suing, harassing or embarrassing the FBI, but that he only wanted all 

information he had requested." 

35. It thus is clear that the FBI was accurately informed on noncompliance, 

including with regard to the Laboratory material; that I offered cooperation in 

locating what had not been provided; and that the FBI insisted that I write it. 

(Later, of course, I did write it and was faulted for this, as Department counsel 

deprecatingly faulted it to this Court.) It is clear that what I wanted is what 

I had asked for, that the FBI knew I wanted it, and that, without askimg me or 

obtaining any authorization, it then construed my requests “narrowly,'' which means 

it rewrote my requests and that this is one of the reasons this litigation has not 

ended. 

36. Exhibit 7 is one of several self-serving representations of what 

happened when I testified to some two dozen FOIA requests that were ignored. The 

Court asked for an accounting of them. The FBI and Civil Division "narrowly 

construed" the request of the Court to avoid full response. This November 18, 

1976, Legal Counsel (Blake) to Assistant Director memo acknowledges, under "Details," 

that the FBI ignored several of my 1969 requests. It then seeks to mislead in an 

effort to justify ignoring the Act by stating what suggests that the fault lay in 
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the Department, that the FBI had located copies of three requests I had sent to 

the Department. In that period, one was required to address all requests to the 

Deputy Attorney General and to use a special form, DJ-118. The FBI acknowledges 

that all three of my requests that it found received no response. This dates 

intent not to comply in this case and with the Act to 1969, more than a decade ago. 

37. Civil Division's attitude, of contesting and litigating rather than 

complying or trying to work out reasonable compliance without litigation, is 
(Exhibit 8) 

reflected in the Civil to FBI Litigation Unit letter of December 5, 1975./ In it 

Civil states (p. 2, under 5), "We suggest that you include in the affidavit or 

affidavits a statement of facts demonstrating the manner in which production of the 

records requested would prejudice the operation of your office," meaning the FBI. 

Civil did not ask if there would or could be any impairment in FBI operations from 

complying with my requests, and there would not have been. It came up with this 

nonexemption as a means of frustrating and preventing compliance. There is nothing 

in this letter in which Civil undertakes to learn if there had been full compliance 

or if a good faith search had been made. There then was virtually no compliance. 

There has never been a good faith search, as of today, more than five years later. 

Civil Division does preside over noncompliance and this explains the excesses of 

Department counsel and the dirty Cointelpro trick of the consultancy in which it 

deceived and misled the Court and imposed upon me. 

38. In my earlier affidavits I state that on the operating level there 

was an effort to deceive and mislead higher authority into believing that this case 

was mooted by the production of a few records and that Civil Division pretended 

that the case was moot before the first calendar call. Confirming this is Earl 

Silbert's letter to Civil of January 15, 1976. (Exhibit 9) It states that 

"Apparently plaintiff's counsel does not feel this action is moot, as suggested in 

the memorandum of the Director of the FBI under date of December 19, 1975." That 

the FBI, on the operating level, knew there were pertinent records not provided is 

indicated in preceding paragraphs and in the exhibits pertaining to SA Kilty and 

the March meeting with him and others. While the FBI was propagandizing alleged 

"mootness" it knew the searches had not been made and all records had not been 

provided. 

39. In his deposition, as quoted above (Exhibit 2), Kilty claims that the 

i



Lab has no files. Exhibit 10 is a JFK assassination record which reflects, none- 

theless, that the Lab does have means of storing information. A handwritten note 

on Exhibit 10 states that the records are to be returned to the Lab "for retention" 

and to go to “evid cabinet." This reflects the fact that the Lab does retain 

records, contrary to Kilty's misrepresentation. 

40. Pertinent to my earlier affidavits addressing the unjustified and 

improper withholding of FBI names - after the Court issued an Order prohibiting it - 

and of information that was and was intended to be made part of the public domain 

is the Memphis airtel of November 5, 1968, to the Director, FBIHQ Serial 5329. 

(Exhibit 11) It lists a dozen SAs who were to be witnesses at the trial of James 

Earl Ray, then scheduled for six days later. They were to have testified to Lab 

and other evidence. The "Operation Onslaught" agents censored all names. Five only 

were restored. All are nonsecret and, to repeat, this is a deliberate violation of 

the Court's Order of June 10, 1976. The FBI refused to comply with the Order prior 

to the processing of the FBIHQ MURKIN records, during that processing and afterward. 

Here it withholds the names of those scheduled to testify in public. These names 

remain withheld despite the assurance of the Wood affidavit, albeit a false assurance, 

that the FBI changed its policy and was not withholding such names. 

41. I refer above to the fact that the FBI did recognize that all 

spectrographic and NAA information is within my request and had so understood from 

the first. Exhibit 12 is a JFK assassination record - self-serving, inaccurate and 

incomplete. Nonetheless, it does indicate the kinds of records generated by these 

tests. That information had not been provided in this instant cause at the time 

defendant was making initial summary judgment noises and some of it still remains 

withheld. Bearing on the dependence that can be placed on the FBI's word, 

particularly its sworn word, is the fact that, after this memo was written, with 

its full acknowledgment that I "made specific requests for spectrographic and 

neutron activation material," the FBI withheld all NAA material and then swore 

falsely to that court that I had stated I had no interest in NAA information. For 

this and similar reasons, that case is still before the courts. 

42. Exhibit 13, the October 5, 1976, Legal Counsel to Assistant Director 

memo, is attached because it reflects more of defendant's contemptuous attitude 

toward the Court and because the reference to the prosecutorial index serves to 
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remind of extensive noncompliance in it. On page 2, under "Details," it is 

represented that the FBI was not required to comply with FOIA requests until 1974. 

That matter was raised by AUSA Dugan prior to the writing of this memo. The Court 

stated otherwise and that my 1969 requests are still pertinent. During the 

depositions we produced individual pages of the reprocessed prosecutorial index 

and entire volumes of it to reflect the fact that in the so-called liberalized 

reprocessing what was not originally withheld was withheld. One sample volume was 

only half the size after the Orwellian liberalization. The FBI was to have provided 

explanations. In a year and a half it has not provided any explanation or justifi- 

cation of increased withholding in the name of greater disclosure. 

ATTORNEY GENERAL AND DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL RECORDS 

43. My Motions to which the Memorandum is addressed were filed by 

preagreement, to address areas of noncompliance. Some of these pretendedly are 

addressed in several parts of the newer of Defendant's Motions for Partial Summary 

Judgment. In response to them I provided several affidavits (my recent affidavits). 

My ability to provide full information to the Court is restricted by my physical 

and medical limitations and the time constraints imposed by the delays caused by 

Department counsel's failure to mail documents to me. With Ms. Barrett's temporary 

assistance, in this affidavit I am able to provide more information. 

44. The Department provided an affidavit by Quinlan Shea that is 

remarkable for its lack of specificity. It is so vague and conclusory it does not 

even identify a single file claimed to be searched nor does it identy any searcher. 

It does not date the alleged search in response to my 1975 requests. As my earlier 

affidavits state, FBIHQ MURKIN records report the routing of a great amount of 

pertinent information to the Attorney General. This includes regular progress 

reports that constitute a separate and historically important record, a record of 

what the FBI and its fabled Director (who detested the Attorney General) deigned 

to let the Attorney General know about the most serious crime of his tenure. These 

have not been provided and Mr. Shea neither accounts for nor mentions them. Whatever 

the basis for Mr. Shea's affidavit, not only does the case record dispute him, an 

FBIHQ MURKIN record does. It is the June 18, 1968, letter from the Attorney General 

to the Director. (Exhibit 14) The text makes it apparent that the Attorney General 

and several of his top assistants felt that the FBI was not informing them to the 
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degree they desired. The document holds two Department file numbers, 144-72 and 

41-157. Mr. Shea does not attest to any search of either file. Exhibit 14 makes 

it obvious that both hold pertinent and withheld information. I have not received 

a single piece of paper represented as coming from the Attorney General's files. 

FOREIGN AND OTHER POLICE 

45. Defendant represents that it is essential to withhold in order not to 

disclose the cooperation of foreign police. Macdonald attests that, unless 

information reflecting this cooperation is withheld, it can lead to the most dire 

consequences, including the rupture of diplomatic relations. I have stated that 

this cooperation is well known and is disclosed throughout the records that were 

provided. Exhibit 15 is the FBI Director's letter of thanks to a superintendent of 

the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP). Exhibit 16 is a routing slip to FBIHQ 

from the London Legat forwarding identified evidence "received from the Special 

Branch, New Scotland Yard.'' These two records represent a large number of disclosed 

records pertaining to the cooperation of a number of foreign police and intelligence 

components that, sometimes along with what was provided, were disclosed to me in 

this instant cause and in the JFK assassination case. The actuality is that the 

affidavits were provided to pretend that the withholdings are justified, whether 

or not they are. These are among the many records reflecting the unjustified 

nature of the withholdings. (See also Paragraph 63 below.) 

The Pritchett Affidavit - The ATF Record 
  

46. Another illustration of the blind withholding of what had been 

withheld, whether or not the withholding was justified, is Phillips Document 78A, 

which is also the subject of the Pritchett affidavit which is so vague it does not 

even identify the record to which he attests. With regard to Document 78A, Pritchett 

abandons the original claim to (7)(A). He attests that he reviewed the record and 

all that can be disclosed is disclosed. The actuality is that he and Phillips both 

used the record as originally disclosed and blindly, save for the realization that 

the Court would frown on improper claim to (7)(A), rubber-stamped the original 

claims. However, as a referral, this identical record was disclosed by the FBI a 

second time, under date of June 8, 1978. (Exhibit 17) Pritchett and Phillips even 

withheld the name of the City of Denver under caftim to (7)(C) and/or (D), without 

specifying whether either or both applied to the city - or could. I have encircled 
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the four proper names the FBI disclosed but now are withheld by the Pritchett/ 

Phillips combine. Ms. Barrett's check also discloses that there are related 

documents. The one attested to is Serial 37 in that file. Serial 39 also is 

pertinent. It has three lettered parts. The worksheets provide no description of 

Serial 39B. It consists of eight pages, all withheld, without attestation that 

nothing is reasonably segregable or that any balancing test was made. 

TICKLERS AND OTHER FBI RECORDS NOT PROVIDED 

47. The FBI claims that ticklers are kept for a matter of days only, 

hence were not produced. My contrary statements and proofs have not been addressed 

and are not disputed. Instead, there are only vague, conclusory and untruthful 

claims, as by SAs Kilty, Wiseman, Wood and Phillips, that ticklers are automatically 

destroyed after a matter of days. Despite this, when Mr. Shea followed leads I 

provided, after a decade he found part of what was once a much larger tickler kept 

by then Supervisor (Assistant Director) Long. Much pertinent in this instant cause 

was destroyed after this litigation was filed. Part of a Lab tickler has been 

provided. But no search for ticklers, which are records of the divisions has been 

attested to and none was made. The reason is apparent: there is continuing need 

for those ticklers because this is still an open case. Any search would disclose 

what the FBI and the Department do not want to have disclosed. 

48. The OPR reinvestigation was after the beginning of this instant cause. 

OPR did what the FBI's FOIA personnel did not do: it interviewed Assistant Director 

Long. (Two pages from OPR records attached as Exhibit 18) He informed OPR that 

his "tickler system" was maintained ... with approximately 35 key classifications. 

This system was maintained in addition to the MURKIN file." (Emphasis added) This 
  

reflects the intent not to destroy the tickler but to preserve and "maintain" it, 

an obvious need in a continuing case. The most perfunctory search should have 

disclosed the existence of this and other ticklers that are still withheld. (There 

has been no compliance with regard to the Lawn tickler, evidence of which was 

established in the depositions.) It is not likely that FBI agents are not aware of 

the fact that ticklers are kept as long as there is need for them. (There were 

additions to the Long tickler after the beginning of this litigation, or seven 

years after it was begun. ) 

49. Long also informed OPR of what has not been produced in this instant 
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cause, that two "daily reports" were prepared for Director Hoover. One was provided 

at 9 a.m., the other at 1 p.m. This represents hundreds of pages of records not 

accounted for. No search for them is attested to and none was made, not even after 

I requested it more than two years ago. This is an historically important file, 

reflecting what the Director was - and was not - told. It is difficult if not 

impossible for one with any knowledge and understanding of these records and of the 

Hoover FBI to believe that the FBI did not have instantly available a separate file 

of everything Hoover had been told. It is not at all difficult for one familiar 

with MURKIN to see why the FBI today would not want to disclose what it had and 

had not told its autocratic Director at a time when, for all its puffery, the 

largest manhunt in its history also was its largest flop. 

WITHHOLDING OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN 

50. In addressing the Blizard affidavit I stated that the Byron Watson 

matter was and for years had been within the public domain, that the information he 

and his mother provided was confessedly fabricated, that all the details were 

known and disclosed, and that Watson and his mother sought and attained the widest 

attention for his fabrication in their effort to keep him out of jail because of 

drug-related criminal activities for which he was convicted. FBIHQ MURKIN Serial 

5913 (Exhibit 19) provides confirmation. The FBI, in identifying the Watsons, makes 

no privacy claim. It discloses that the fabrication was admitted, that there was a 

subsequent investigation by the Atlanta police and that it also was disclosed: 

(Page 2, under "ACTION: ... to preclude any further misguided releases on the part 

of Mr. Eaves," who was head of the Atlanta police.) Aside from many public state- 

ments, the Atlanta police also made copies of their report available. 

51. As with all other subjects, this is but a sample of the extensive 

disclosures of what supposedly must be withheld. One of the extensive flaws in the 

uncorrected "Operation Onslaught" processing was the extensive withholding of the 

public domain. In the JFK case this flaw is so conspicuous and so opposed to public 

interest in an historical case that Associate Attorney General Schenefield directed 

the FBI to become familiar with the publicly available information from the Warren 

Commission and the House Select Committee on Assassinations. His letter is attached 

to my January 6, 1981, affidavit. In order to be able to withhold the public domain 

in this case, the FBI refused to accept a consolidated index to the books and my 
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index to the transcripts of the 1973 Ray evidentiary hearing. 

ITEM 7 OF THE APRIL 15, 1975, REQUEST: NO SEARCH HAS YET BEEN MADE 

52. The deposition testimony of SAs Wiseman and Kilty established the 

untruthfulness of the early affirmations of compliance with the captioned Item. 

This is one of the many instances where records other than those arbitrarily 

classified as MURKIN are pertinent. However, search of the MURKIN files does dis- 

close that one of the other writers listed in this Item, Jeremiah O'Leary, was 

given information by the FBI and used it in a Readers Digest article which greatly 

influenced Ray and his counsel. The information provided to O'Leary remains 

withheld, replaced by sworn-to lies. 

53. If by any remote chance the FBI did not know the content of its own 

files, my affidavits and appeals provided all the leads and similar information 

they needed. I even identified files to be searched. Two of Department counsel 

refused this search and the pertinent information remains withheld. In the face of 

this (and so much more like it), no Motion for Summary Judgment can be made in good 

faith. However, this illustration, like the others, is characteristic of the 

misrepresentations of the new Memorandum. It does not provide what is pertinent or 

do anything to help end this case except by perpetuating noncompliance. 

54. Exhibit 20, a MURKIN record, concludes with the recommendation that 

the FBI provide O'Leary with information for his Digest article. Director Hoover 

and Associate Director Clyde Tolson did not agree. This is self-serving, cover-up 

paper or it represents the fact that political operators in the FBI did what they 

wanted despite the Director because it was done. The recommendation to help O'Leary 

is from the FBI's propaganda office, "Crime Records." 

55. Exhibit 21 also is what is known as "cover the Bureau" paper. The 

FBI got O'Leary to boast to the vast Digest audience about how closed-mouthed it was 

when he knew it was the opposite - was his source - even his editor. This phony 

"Crime Records' memo also states, the cover-up part, "As the Director is well aware, 

we have furnished to information to O'Leary concerning this case..." 

56. Exhibit 22 reports that O'Leary submitted his manuscript for prior 

' in plain English, for prior censorship. "review and any changes we desired made,' 

This exhibit holds the words that were magic with the FBI: "the article is not 

attributed to the FBI."" (FBI emphasis, repeated twice. ) 
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57. Some of these records were duplicated in the FBIHQ general JFK 

assassination disclosures. Other reporters found O'Leary's agreement to prior 

censorship to be newsworthy. The embarrassed O'Leary sought to explain this away 

by saying of the FBI, "They gave me most of the information." (Exhibit 23.) 

58. For his part, O'Leary operated as an adjunct of the FBI as he had of 

the CIA. He asked questions for it, gave it information including about others in 

the press, and wrote the kinds of stories it wanted printed. I can provide many 

illustrations, from the FBI's own records. In return, the FBI leaked to him and 

gave him exclusives. Hoover was so anxious to reward O'Leary with "scoops" that 

his propaganda bureaucrats had to intercede so that the FBI would not receive less 

attention than was possible with some stories the FBI wanted out. 

59. I provided prior Department counsel with a copy of O'Leary's 

confession to having gotten most of his information from the FBI, yet n0 search 

has been made to comply with the Item of the requests which seeks this information. 

And, knowing that there is noncompliance, Department counsel still seeks summary 

judgment. 

PRIVACY - THIRD PERSONS; THOSE NOT SUBJECT OF FBI INVESTIGATION 

60. SAs Wood and Phillips and Department counsel attempt to justify the 

withholdings practiced by the "Operation Onslaught" personnel. They should never 

have been assigned to an historical case involving many records. In his effort 

to justify the unjustifiable actions of "Operation Onslaught,'' Department counsel 

uses SAs Wood and Phillips to claim that they must withhold the names of those who 

provide information; those who are not the subject of FBI investigatory interest; 

and that even when the FBI has disclosed names, they must withhold addresses and 

' I have stated that once phone numbers, pretendedly to preserve "minimal privacy.’ 

the name is disclosed, there is no privacy remaining to be protected by withholding 

addresses and phone numbers, that standard sources provide them and that the FBI's 

affidavits and the claims of its counsel are not in accord with the FBI's record 

in this case and others. Two records reflecting the actuality of FBI practice are 

among those Ms. Barrett found. There are countless others and I recall more 

important illustrations. 

61. One of these records, on the other extreme, is Exhibit 24, FBIHQ 

MURKIN Serial 5367. It withholds the name of the director of public relations and 
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information of the magazine which then had the largest circulation in the country, 

LOOK. He spends his working life in touch with the press and is anything but 

unknown. This record represents normal practice of providing advance copies to 

those the magazine wanted to have them. This man is well known. His name is Leon 

Rubin. After LOOK suspended publication, he went to Playboy, in the same capacity. 

62. Exhibit 25 is a Memphis 'Invaders" record. It reflects that, as I 

have stated over and over again in many uncontested affidavits, the FBI's practice 

is not what its counsel and affidavits preach. It has different standards for 

blacks and women. They have little or no privacy in hundreds of pages as disclosed 

by the FBI in this case. 

63. This record also reflects that the FBI does, contrary to its many 

claims, identify other police organizations as its sources and it discloses the 

information they provide. With regard to this kind of information, the FBI provided 

me with hundreds of pages of xeroxes of Memphis police records, often with more and 

more defamatory information. 

64. This record is not a law enforcement record. It is a domestic 

political intelligence record. The FBI tried unsuccessfully to persuade the then 

Internal Security Division (ISD), which required less persuasion than other 

divisions, to find these young blacks prosecutable. After about three years, ISD 

finally replied that there were no prosecutable offenses. 

65. Beginning on the first page the FBI discloses the addresses SAs Wood 

and Phillips and Department counsel claim must be withheld for "minimal privacy" 

even after names are disclosed. Further to "protect" FBI "minimal privacy" in this 

record, it discloses personal descriptions and even the descriptions of automobiles. 

A white woman seeking to find a job for a black is fully identified. Drug-related 

offenses are attributed to named young blacks, thus protecting their "minimal 

privacy." 

66. The withheld source identification is known. It is the code name of 

Marrell McCullough, Max. McCullough's undercover role was public domain prior to 

the processing of any MURKIN records. That he was known to the Invaders as a police 

spy is revealed in records disclosed to me in this instant cause, so there never 

was any basis for any McCullough withholding after 1968. (McCullough withholdings 

continue and my appeals are ignored.) 
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67. My earlier affidavits state that one of these named women was 

identified in disclosed Memphis records as carrying a child conceived out of wedlock. 

The alleged father is identified. The FBI then searched out, reported and disclosed 

the names, addresses and places of work of all known relatives who had jobs that 

' without reasonable doubt, enabled retaliation, to get them fired. Such "privacy,' 

is "minimal." 

68. Exhibit 25 reflects the fact that the FBI discloses extensively 

what its affidavits attest must be withheld. 

SURVEILLANCE 

69. I have alleged that there has not been any good faith search to 

comply with the surveillance Items; that the FBI has such information; that 

surveillance need not have been by the FBI and that the FBI has disclosed proof 

that much was not; that surveillance is not limited to electronic but includes 

shadowing, mail interception and other methods; and that the persons named in my 

requests need not have been the subject of surveillance to have been under 

surveillance. FBIHQ MURKIN Serial 5386 (Exhibit 26) discloses what I knew and 

early on informed the Court: that the Memphis sheriff intercepted all of Ray's 

mail, including to and from counsel; had him under physical and electronic 

surveillance; and provided copies and information to the FBI. Exhibit 26 reports 

the contents of Ray's intercepted mail and his opinions of what would eventuate 

at the expected trial. (When the trial judge ordered that there be no surveillance 

on Ray, especially not on his mail, Memphis reported this to FBIHQ. FBIHQ told 

Memphis to stop accepting copies and, instead, to provide paraphrases. The FBI, 

knowing that the Order of the trial judge was being violated and that the violation 

extended to privacy of communication with counsel, did nothing about this violation. 

Instead, it sought only deniability and to be able to protect itself from 

complicity. It continued to receive and use the information that resulted from 

these illegal surveillances. ) 

70. I am listed in the surveillance Items. Mr. Lesar's January 29, 1975, 

letter to the Acting Attorney General (Exhibit 27) does not allege that I was the 

subject of FBI surveillance. He refers to my requests, which ask for records of 

W 
surveillance and "other intrusions into his life.'' The letter drafted for FBI 

Director Kelley's signature, almost illegible in the copy provided, is evasive and 
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nonresponsive and is limited to me as the subject of surveillance. The note added 

on the internal copy, a note that would mislead and misinform all inside the 

Government who see it, adds that a complete main file and other reference check 

"disclose no evidence of him being subject of a surveillance nor indication of any 

dissemination being made along lines he makes reference to,'' i.e., other intrusions 

into my life. Aside from the evasiveness built in by rewriting the actual request, 

which is not limited to me as the subject of surveillance, both parts are deliberate 

and nonaccidental lies, the second a particularly big and vicious lie. I was picked 

up on surveillances of others and FBI records I provided on appeal reflect this. 

Typically, these appeals also remain ignored while the Department moves for summary 

judgment. FBI intrusions into my life are from coast to coast, to the White House, 

to Members and committees of the Congress and to others, according to FBI records 

I provided on appeal. The FBI provided what it calls "public domain" information 

used against me by four New York lawyers on a TV show. In San Francisco an FBI 

symbolled informer, armed with (mis)information he could not ordinarily have obtained 

on his own or known of, tried to ruin me by red-baiting me on the largest west coast 

radio talk show. In both cases the FBI helped me. In both cases those it used 

against me failed in their purpose. The resulting sensations made my books best 

sellers in New York and San Francisco. But the fact is that the FBI's own records 

do reflect these entirely improper intrusions into my life. Its intent was to 

ruin me and under most circumstances it would have succeeded. 

71. The most vicious of these personal fabrications is the canard that 

my wife and I celebrated the Russian revolution every year with a gathering at the 

farm we then operated. The only annual gathering at our farm was a religious one. 

The Jewish Welfare Board rabbi brought Washington area service personnel and their 

families out for a picnic. The children saw eggs laid and gathered them, saw 

chicks hatch and played with chicks and tame animals. The FBI had no interest in 

our "minimal privacy" in retailing such dastardly lies to the White House and the 

Congress and in disclosing them in the general JFK assassination releases months 

after I invoked my supposed rights under the Privacy Act. The FBI has these and 

similar records and has not provided them in this case - for the obvious reasons 

indicated above. 

72. Bernard Fensterwald, who had been chief counsel to James Earl Ray, 
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is included in Items 11 and 12 of my December 23, 1975, request. What was provided 

pertaining to him - after a privacy waiver was insisted upon even though the FBI 

treated him as a public personality in its FBIHQ JFK assassination releases — 

illustrates intent not to comply and another rewriting of my requests by FBIHQ in 

directives to field offices that told them how not to comply. 

73. In the discovery materials I was provided with six 0-63 forms, 

"REQUEST FOR SEARCH OF SPECIAL INDICES." Of the 23 persons listed in Item 11 

(Item 12 identifies an organization without naming its members), forms were provided 

on only four: my counsel, me, James Earl Ray and Judge Preston Battle, who had been 

trial judge. What indices are to be searched is not indicated. Mr. Shea's letter 

stating that my counsel and I were not the subject of any electronic surveillance 

searched . 
included in the records that were MMB® indicates that the search was limited to 

electronic surveillance and then only when the named person was the subject of it. 

74. That Fensterwald, who is not included in these special indices 

searches, was under electronic surveillance is reflected by several records. In 

no case has any of the results been provided. (He also was under informant 

coverage. ) 

75. That the request is not limited to electronic surveillance, defendant's 

deliberate misinterpretation, is indicated by the language of the request: ''This is 

meant to include not only physical shadowing but also mail covers, mail interceptions, 

interceptions by any telephonic, electronic, mechanical or other means as well as 

conversations with third parties and use of informants." 

76. None of the 0-63 search forms provided was filled out at or near 

the time of my requests. The first were prepared on April 12, 1977, or a year and 

a half later, the others on November 13, 1978, or three years later. None refers 

to the language of the requests. The time alone reflects the intent not to comply. 

77. One means by which FBIHQ aborted compliance is the January 20, 1978, 

Director to Memphis letter (Exhibit 28), copies to 18 other offices. (To stonewall 

my counsel and me, the FBI refused to comply with the request and required us to 

write each of the field offices separately. Then FBIHQ also wrote each and in each 

case indicated how not to comply.) Exhibit 28 was written by the analyst on this 

case, Ralph Harp. Reportedly, Harp has since been promoted to special agent. 

Harp built in two devices for noncompliance. One was to interpret my requests as 
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limited to MURKIN and the other was to interpret the Fensterwald privacy waiver 

to be "restricted to that information which only falls within the purview of the 

subject matter of Mr. Weisberg's Murkin request letters dated April 15, 1975, and 

December 23, 1975." Neither mentions MURKIN and my requests are not limited to 

MURKIN. An example of the FBIHQ recognition of this is information it provided on 

named persons, for example, Judge Battle, where there is no possible MURKIN 

connection with the information provided. Some of the information provided on 

Fensterwald also is not MURKIN information. To be certain that the misconstruction 

" access to of the requests was not overlooked at FBIHQ, Harp added the note, 

information concerning Mr. Fensterwald which relates to the MURKIN case only." 

78. Harp persisted in this misinterpretation to the Knoxville office 

because it, apparently, came across Fensterwald records FBIHQ did not want me to 

have. He manipulated the field offices. On March 1, 1978 (Exhibit 29), in the 

name of the Director, he told Knoxville: "In view of the fact that Mr. Fensterwald's 

privacy waiver is restricted to Murkin related material," which it is not, "you 

should respond to Mr. Lesar that the Knoxville office does not possess any records 

concerning Mr. Fensterwald which pertain to his (sic) April 15 and December 23, 

1975 FOIA request." (Other records reflect the further and unjustified restriction 

to electronic surveillances. ) 

79. Knoxville improved on the FBIHQ disinformation in writing Lesar on 

March 8. It convoluted my simple request even more, while dutifully switching my 

". does not possess any records concerning Mr. Fensterwald which requests to 

pertain to his (emphasis added) April 15 and December 23, 1975 FOIA requests." 

This was not a simple typographic error. The record is captioned: ‘''RE: FREEDOM 

OF INFORMATION REQUEST OF MR. BERNARD FENSTERWALD, JR.'' Fensterwald not having 

made the requests cited, the Knoxville office could safely deny having any responsive 

records. However, Knoxville does not deny having any Fensterwald records. It denies 

having records of MURKIN electronic surveillance only. In effect, it confirms 

having records within the actual request but not within the FBIHQ revision of them. 

80. When I tried to straighten Knoxville out, it refused to be corrected. 

On March 15 I informed it that the requests are mine, not Fensterwald's, and that 

there is no limitation in them to MURKIN. I asked that it respond to the actual 

requests, not the revision of them. Instead of responding to me, Knoxville wrote 
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85. How Harp earned his promotion to special agent and served his 

apprenticeship is reflected in his note om the file copy, on page 2: he identifies 

the Item of the request correctly; interprets part of it correctly ("any surveillance") 

incorrectly limits the request to MURKIN records rather than explaining that each 

person was included in the King investigation; and then is explicit in stating that 

noncompliance is intentional: "Of these persons, only pertinent information 

pertaining to four of these individuals will be processed" - Ray, the judge, Lesar 

and me. 

86. New York's response (part of Exhibit 32) states that classification 

is unjustified. Therefore, FBIHQ did classify the record and withhold part of it. 

The two pages referred to were not provided. That they include references to Ray 

is indicated by neyo Elsur indices do not include any additional references to 

RAY." For there to be additional references, there must be the initial references. 

87. When FOIA Supervisor SA John Hartingh phoned the Baltimore office on 

November 18, 1977, to ask about pictures I had loaned the FBI, he did not mention 

searches for records of any surveillances of me. I live in the territory of the 

Baltimore office. Baltimore reported (Exhibit 33) under date of 11/8/77 (underscoring 

added) that its review was of the "Baltimore 44 file" only and that it does not 

"reveal any other reference to WEISBERG." (Two records said to be attached were 

not attached to the copy provided to me.) 

88. For no reason consisted with compliance, Baltimore limited its search 

to its MURKIN file, "Baltimore 44 file." It thus did not report that in fact it 

does have records on and references to me in other files, as it does. I have copies 

of some. There also is monitoring of what I say publicly - and it was indexed. 

89. From the foregoing, which cannot be a complete exposure, it is apparent 

that there was intent not to comply with the surveillance Item; that FBIHQ directed 

and contrived noncompliance; that no search was made to determine whether there is 

information pertaining to most of the 23 people listed in the request; that a 

"narrowly construed" or overly restrictive inquiry was made pertaining to five 

persons only, where any inquiry was made; and that despite this, FBIHQ was and is 

well aware that other pertinent records exist and are withheld. 

THE STIPULATION AND THE CONSULTANCY 

90. The Stipulation does not cover what Department counsel has been trying 
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to stretch it to cover and it never meant what Department counsel is trying to have 

it mean. Some pertinent discovery records are among those Ms. Barrett located. 

They are not complete because there was withholding. (See also Paragraph 30 above. ) 

There is reference, for example, to a review in the documents that follow. No copy 

of it was ever provided. There are other references to records that are not 

provided, and there is withholding, without claim to exemption, on the records that 

were provided. On July 8, 1980, I asked my counsel to ask Department counsel to 

provide the withheld discovery records and the excised portions. I have not 

received anything since then. 

91. These records also reflect violation of the Stipulation. For it to 

be effective, the FBI was required to abide by all its provisions, as the Stipulation 

itself states. One of these provisions required the FBi to respond to my written 

complaints. ‘he August 9, 1977, Legal Counsel to Assistant Director, Records 

Management Division memo (Exhibit 34) states the limited purpose of the Stipulation, 

that I would "forego a Vaughn showing of those records ... in the MURKIN investiga- 

' and no more. There is no basis for and there is no language in the tion,' 

Stipulation that permits reading into it any wider waiver on my part. This one 

waiver is dependent upon scrupulous adherence to all the provisions of the 

Stipulation, which was repeatedly violated and nullified. Clearly, also, there 

is no basis for including the records of any other component. The Stipulation is 

limited to the FBI. 

92. The consultancy was conceived as soon as the FBI shipped the last of 

the records it intended to provide under the Stipulation. Blake was replaced by 

SA Charles Mathews. He wrote the December 14, 1977 memo from Legal Counsel to 

Civil Division in which he includes their joint representation of the consultancy. 

(Exhibit 35) This memo followed his conversation with Mrs. Lynne Zusman. He 

stated that I was "compiling" for their "review" what he termed " specific instances 

_ wherein he believes certain records should not be withheld." He limits this 

incorrectly to exemptions (7)(C) and (D). No contradictory or correcting memo 

from Mrs. Zusman was provided. 

93. While this does not correctly state what I was to do and did do, it 

is a statement that they were to "review" my consultancy report. They did not. 

94. This followed Mathews' November 16, 1977 memo in the name of Legal 
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Counsel to the Assistant Director, Records Management Division, on the November 11, 

1977, meeting arranged by Civil Division. (Exhibit 36) On page 2, paragraph 3, 

he refers to the Stipulation, saying that under it'"it was incumbent upon the 

plaintiff, subsequent to processing of all records, to specify with particularity 

what deletions he takes issue with. In order to facilitate Mr. Weisberg in his 

composing of his list of grievances and without prior consultation with 

representatives of the FBI, Mr. Schaeffer offered to hire Mr. Weisberg as a 

consultant to the Department of Justice." 

95. Parenthetically, he says also that the FBI agreed "to reprocess 

approximately 2700 index cards and to supply Mr. Weisberg by 11/18/77, with a list 

of names taken therefrom." No list of the names withheld in the index was ever 

provided. In the reprocessing to disclose more, the FBI withheld what earlier had 

been disclosed. 

96. It is clear that I was to report what I considered to be improper 

processing and that the FBI was to "review' what I wrote it. I did write it and 

it never once responded. It did not replace any of the many improperly processed 

records and it did not provide any of the many that were withheld. (These are 

reported and described in my prior affidavits.) It thus also is clear that the 

Stipulation was violated on this additional score and that the violation was 

knowing and deliberate. 

97. The content of all of these letters is included in my consultancy 

report, which was and despite all remains ignored. A carbon copy of one of these 

letters is among the records Ms. Barrett located. It was attached to a series of 

records pertaining to the exposed former Birmingham symbolled informant, Morris 

Davis. It is my November 8, 1977, letter to the FBI. (Exhibit 37) The first five 

paragraphs go into problems with the processing and withholding of Stipulation 

records and the sixth reports violation of the Stipulation. 

98. The gun and scope catalogues the Department only recently provided, 

while Department counsel persists in the misrepresentation that they are 'magazines" 

in an effort to cover the frivolous claims of copyright to withhold a sales 

promotion giveaway, were required to have been provided before November 1, 1977, 

if the Stipulation were not to be violated on this count. They are Birmingham 

records. The documents referred to in Exhibit 37, my letter to the FBI, are 

Birmingham records. 
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99. My letter, Exhibit 37, correctly identifies names improperly withheld, 

including that of Davis. He was first exposed by the FBI - when it knew he was an 

active, current informant for the Drug Enforcement Administration. He then exposed 

himself when he met with the House assassins committee and later with Mark Lane. 

FBI files report his complaints about having been turned over to Lane. There was 

no privacy. There was no confidentiality. The FBI has not responded to this and 

many other letters. My appeals are still ignored. The improperly processed records 

remain improperly processed, and, of course, on this basis also the Stipulation is 

violated and nullified. Meanwhile, and despite its protestation of the urgent need 

to protect its informants and those of other agencies, the FBI voluntarily exposed 

its Birmingham informant Davis while he was an informant for the DEA. 

100. Despite the claims of defendant, there is no real question of exposing 

unexposed informants. I have never asked this. I have also alerted defendant when 

unexposed informants were exposed, so protection still could be arranged. 

Missing Attachments 

101. Another provision of the Stipulation is that copies of any missing 

attachments filed in the field office records would be provided to me. In practice, 

this was another FBI deception for it not only made no search in those records for 

copies of missing attachments, it directed the field offices to ship records to 

FBIHQ in a manner that automatically precluded any search. One means was to instruct 

the field offices not to forward any records they believed had been sent, or received 

from FBIHQ. Under this directive each and every missing attachment would have 

remained in the field offices. 

102. There are hundreds of pages of "missing' attachments. No genuine 

search for them is attested to and the searches I stated need to be made to locate 

them have not been made. I provided the identifications of persons who removed 

attachments and of rooms in which they were removed based on notations added 86 

the covering record. In some instances the OPR noted the removal of attachments. 

One such OPR page (Exhibit 38) lists two of the attachments which are included in 

an incomplete list of missing attachments. (Exhibit 39) In this instance the 

attachments were removed in the Long or Civil Rights unit. This also reflects the 

fact that ticklers are not composed only of duplicates. Many of the MURKIN records 

still withheld in this instant cause were removed in various FBI offices for 
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inclusion in the records of those divisions and are not retrievable from Central 

Records. They must be searched for in the Divisions where, steadfastly, the FBI 

refuses to search. 

CONCLUSIONS 

103. The plaintiff in an FOIA case faces insuperable odds when he 

confronts an agency with motive and/or determination not to comply. This inequality 

can be altered by a court determined to see to it that the agency abides by the law 

and controlling decisions. Unless stopped by a court the agencies, as my long, 

costly and painful experience establishes, will distort, misrepresent, stonewall, 

refuse to make good faith searches and will be untruthful. The Act, which has lofty 

and the most basically American purpose, is negated and the independence of the 

judiciary is subverted if a court tolerates misrepresentations and untruths. 

104. More than five years ago, based on my not inconsiderable experience 

in such matters, especially with the FBI and its counsel, I informed this Court 

that defendant's counsel was misrepresenting to it and that defendant's sworn 

representations were untruthful. The ensuing five years leave no reasonable doubt 

that my 1976 statements were well founded. The record shows that defendant and 

defendant's counsel did not become more restrained after I correctly informed the 

Court of what they were up to. Rather were they encouraged to greater excesses by 

the failure of the Court to do more than express shock and dissatisfaction. They 

grew more daring in the brazenness of the wide assortment of unfaithful representa- 

tions by which this case has been stretched into its sixth year - without compliance 

and without even the minimal, initial searches that are required. In this affidavit 

I address and expose only the newest of these endless infidelities that defendant 

has, with unhidden contempt, heaped upon the tolerate Court. 

105. The defendant in this case - the many components of the Department 

of Justice in addition to the errant FBI - has much to fear from compliance with 

my actual requests. This is why - after more than fiV¥é years - the initial searches 

have not been made and why it is necessary to stonewall and misrepresent. 

106. Throughout the great length of this case and the extraordinary 

amount of undisputed information I have presented, I have avoided arguing the facts 

of the King assassination. I have offered to inform the Court in camera so that, 

if it desired, it could perceive motive for the abuses of which I complained, 
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abuses it tolerated. I have gone no further because the Court has not indicated 

any desire for me to do so. Save for a few generalized statements I am quite 

prepared to expand upon, I go no further now. 

107. What can be especially embarrassing to the Department, not merely 

the FBI alone, is the fact that the FBI never investigated the assassination of 

Dr. King; and the Department, meaning most of all the Civil Rights Division (CRD), 

knowing this and suspecting that the FBI was holding out (see attached Exhibit 14 

and paragraph 44 above), was content for the most important civil rights crime of 

all time not to be investigated. The FBI conducted only a "fugitive-type 

investigation," in its own words, based on the founding Director's instant vision/ 

solution. To this end evidence was twisted and ignored so that the instant vision/ 

solution not be jeopardized by hard fact. Constitutional rights meant nothing, 

witness paragraph 69 above, the FBI's accepting intercepted lawyer-client 

communications and doing nothing about this irremedial violation of the most basic 

rights. (Except to seek to protect itself from criticism if caught.) My previous 

affidavits present FBI records in which it stated that it wanted to violate the 

rights of the Ray family. It held that the cost, if caught, was worthwhile. The 

FBI's violation of basic American rights was justified - to the bankrupt and 

desperate FBI. Compliance with Items like the surveillance Items will expose other 

lawlessness and additional improprieties. I knew of such transgressions when I 

composed those Items. I had obtained copies of what the FBI still has not produced 

in this overly long case by other means. 

108. Expediency is a cruel and demanding master. Expediency led the 

Department and the FBI into violations of law and treaty. There is no cause for 

pride in these servings of expediency and there is motive for withholding. CRD, for 

example, presented a knowingly false affidavit to procure Ray's extradition. His 

extradition for the political crime was precluded by the extradition treaty, so the 

Department pretended that the assassination of the black messiah was not a political 

crime. (It was not a crime of passion, not a robbery. It was a political crime, a 

terrible political crime.) It was illegal for the FBI to bring Ray back to the 

United States, as those below him informed Director Hoover. Nonetheless, the FBI 

brought him back, with his counsel prevented from accompanying him. 

109. The FBI immediately corrupted the public mind and pressured the 
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court by controlling what could and would be known - by its extensive leaking, 

which it always denies, and by the planting of such biased and prejudicial articles 

as that of O'Leary in the widely distributed Readers Digest, illustrated in 

preceding paragraphs. 

110. The FBI went to great cost to prepare the so-called prosecutorial 

index. This was not because the FBI required an index. It had and has a much 

more extensive one about which it succeeded in getting away with brazen lies to 

this Court. It required the index to the prosecutorial volumes so it could know 

immediately what it had deigned to permit the prosecution to have and what it had 

held back. For its own purposes it had its own, still withheld all-inclusive 

index. Control is the name of the FBI's game and if it cannot continue to get away 

with its extensive noncompliance in this instant cause, its control may be 

endangered. 

111. The FBI, not CRD, filed a civil rights complaint in Birmingham. 

Not in Memphis, where the crime was committed, because, in the FBI's own words, it 

did not trust the United States Attorney in Memphis. This is an aspect of control. 

The Memphis USA was not under the FBI's thumb. He was capable of making 

independent decisions and asking questions. Questions would have been asked about 

the FBI's case against Ray as the assassin because it had no real case. What it 

had depended on a strong yearning to believe what could not be believed. Thus the 

propaganda with operations like that with O'Leary and thus those Items of my 

request. The FBI's case could not withstand competent examination. All the evidence 

said to be incriminating was easily moved and was not tied directly to the crime. 

The FBI could not even place Ray within the State of Tennessee beginning several 

hours before the crime. It is for reasons like these that the FBI pretends it 

cannot find the cab driver McCraw's manifest or the original interview report with 

the only claimed witness Stephens or even the log of the Memphis police and 

sheriff's radio broadcasts. McCraw's manifest substantiates several elements of 

evidence exculpatory of Ray. Stephens made a negative identification of the Ray 

photo that was shown him. Thereafter, CRD prepared an affidavit of identification 

which it got him to sign. (This is how Ray was extradited.) The broadcasts would 

reflect who first reported finding the package of such odd stuff, all pointing to 

Ray. Depositing it where it would be found promptly and point at Ray was so 
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convenient as long as one asked no question about why anyone would do it. In 

fact, it was found before Ray could have dropped it had he been the assassin 

lurking in the FBI's alleged sniper's nest. There is motive for withholding and 

there is withholding. For example, the FBI's taking of the McCraw manifest was 

established at the 1973 evidentiary hearing. It is an Item of the request. No 

search for it is attested to and it remains withheld. 

112. It is the absence of a real case that inspired the desire for Ray 

to cop a plea. If he entered a guilty plea, there would be no trial and the ugly 

official nakedness would not be exposed. The King people and others had to be 

satisfied. There were negotiations with them, thus that Item of the request for 

which no search at all has been attested to. It is ludicrous for the Shea 

affidavit to represent that there are no pertinent Attorney General or Deputy 

records when the Attorney General was intimately involved in the plea bargaining, 

according to the Department's own press statements, which I republished a decade 

ago. 

113. The fact of stonewalling, the fact of widespread noncompliance, the 

fact of failure and refusal to search for pertinent records and to provide located 

responsive records, the fact of the refusal to search for all the Items of the 

requests and the numberless unjustified wituholdingaciea beyond dispute. As I 

have stated earlier, given these and many other similar situations which defendant 

has arranged and perpetuated for the five years this case has been before the 

Court, it simply is not possible to file a Motion for Summary Judgment in good 

faith and it was never done in good faith. In this affidavit I provide one of the 

records reflecting defendant's claim to summary judgment prior to the very first 

calendar call. Now defendant brags of having provided more than 50,000 pages since 

then. His boast is his self-characterization. He knew he had not complied when 

he first started announcing his summary judgment motions and he has not even tried 

to comply in the five years since then. 

114. The long and tedious record of this case more than validates what 

Ll stated to the Court in 1976, that without some effort to end defendant's 

unfaithful representations this case would not end except with noncompliance. 

Nothing was done to deter the countless unfaithful representations so they spawned 

more of their kind, unendingly. 
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115. All of these maneuverings, which are costly to all parties, have 

cost much more than compliance would, yet the case is not ended. Incredibly, 

after more than five years, the initial searches are not made. 

116. The Court has been stating its desire to get this case off its 

back for years, yet in all those years it has done nothing meaningful about 

defendant's misrepresentations and nothing meaningful to assure compliance. When 

it asked for Mr. Shea to be involved, it did not require that, for example, and 

the Department thumbed its nose at the Court, ignoring its desires and never 

reporting back. 

117. There are only two ways this case can end. One is by compliance, 

which at even this late date is the most efficient and least costly. The other is 

by sending it to the Court of Appeals which, in time, will remand it for doing 

what should have been done and remains to be done. This will prolong the case 

even more, without reflecting any credit on the Court. 

gual dl Li\ 
HAROLD WEISBERG 

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this 18th day of January 1981 Deponent Harold Weisberg has 

appeared and signed this affidavit, first having sworn that the statements 

made therein are true. 

My commission expires July 1, 1982. 

Vethe eu UY pebbias Z 

NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR J 

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 
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CA TS- 199 G 
EXA 73/7 1 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

  

Washington, D.C. 20535 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: ', 

Reference is made to your letter dated November 15, 
1980, from your Attorney, Mr. Lesar, to Mr. William G. Cole, 
Civil Division, Department of Justice, wherein you requested 
in part spectrographic plates concerning the murder of 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., noting that these plates were 
previously promised to you by the Department of Justice, 
Office of Privacy and Information Appeals (OPIA). 

Please be advised that an extensive search for 
these materials was conducted when we became aware of the 
offer by OPIA to you of the plates. This search turned up no 
plates relative to the King case. We shall keep your request 
on file should such plates be located in the near future. 

Sincerely yours, 

Thomas H. Bresson, Chief 
Freedom of Information- 

Privacy Acts Branch 
Records Management Division 

FBI/BOJ 
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pleces of Paper that we yave to you were at that time 

bid you search for any lab files in cesponse to Atemg 

Pour? 

As I understand the laburatory tile, we dia not have 

Yell, let's not use the word “file” then. Let's just 

YE
 

+ 

a ey ryeords. 

4 | vid you search for any Kiny rcecords responsive to 
1 i ) items one through tour in the lab? 

| 
II I} A There were things Physically in the laboratory that 

Wer fn Cusponsye to Lhese Ltems. 

\ \! What w@re they? i 1 

1 A The data, the raw data on the neutron activation anal- “| 

\- /ysie. 

' Anythiny else? It) 

A Not to do with the resulta. None of the ceasults items 

- Nh@re were in the laboratory. lis i 

a Did you make any gearcn to determine whether they werp 
rT 

5 

fg an Che lavoratory? 

, i Thece'sS no place in tne laboratory to keep any Ce- 

55 'gults of any Ceats. 

Veco (Vd 

hee 

Why were tha-neutron activation Worksheets in the  
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| Laborcatury? 

A They waren in the laboratory. There are no neutron 
| é 
Factivation workshects in thea laboratory:. 

, 

| il a { thought you just said -- 
J 

| 

i A tosaid tnhore wag raw data from the neutron activation 

analysis an che laboratory. 

| uw) why was there Yaw data iin the laboratory? 

it 

1 I] 
| 

7 
i 

4 A Nu were yoetting a seart in the use of activation anal 

) ,¥8i8 as a wothod of analyzing lead at this tiwe, in the late {, 

1 oetxctiou and early seventies. What wo did was, in order to 

| Nuilld a data base of chawical colupositilons of lead, we kept the 

gwetual raw datu in the laboratory so that we could search prior 

I, vases regarding similarities or ditferences in Compositions of 

1 Ilsa, On Cases that shu towal y have no relation to them, but 

ds ‘just to tind out what kind of variations in compositions of i 

I ‘lead we would find through the years. 

We have stopped doing this now because we have en- 

Ough Jata available to us, plus we have a way that wu can 

° 

hy enter adla santo the computer. 

"y | W when dit you utart this 

' A fhe activation analysis program in the Ful Laboratory 

' gtartud © ob came here fo February, 1965, and we activated ia 

” 

a ;0ur Laboratory the fiist sample in 1965, in May. 

ohawtts Ase, NI 

Lee “ne!   bate 

| 

| 
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, I A Yhat was not done in the KUL laboratory. 
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7) | 1 don't krmow of any racocds that were kept. 1 know 

\' 
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\ 
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oO oF no records kept in the laboratory. 
: 
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V1 1 Let me just look throuyjh this ayain. (Examining.) ‘) 
of 

4y cuculinction is that I you everything out of the Ful tile. | 

|! 

\ What about the printouts? 
|! 

‘ 

: | 

14 A Yhat was Che raw data, what I'm talkiny about, from \ 

I 

% , the neution ~~ Are you talking about the neutron activation i | 
: | 

| 
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ts analysis? 

af 

1, 2 when did you provide us with that? 

13 A I think wa gave that in a meeting we had down in Toa 
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wat vias peantout.. 

A You wight oof. hava beran, They're right with Chon, 

Vdry owWedet OD tho page ts that L showed yuu people, what you 

wane you todd me what you wanted and we sent them out with 

        

  

one Ob tlre clarks in that office, to yet the long, legal-sized 

phacaw ol paper nuroned tor you. You didn't want the Optikon 

prinmtuats. 

te is wy recollection - — was present at these meet~ 

lnan with you, and it is my recoitlection and wy client's racol- 

lection Lhat you sean to have confused the mautinyg that we had 

‘in rejgacad Cy gdiilar requests for neutron activation analy3s@& 

on the tanhedy assussination with the King assas3ination. 

. Wo. 

mk. CULL: there is no question belny asked. the wit 

nets tas already answered the question. Lf you wish to ask 

another Guaegtlou, you ceptululy way do wo, Mt. Lesal- 

SY Mk. LESAK. 

! we do not nave the printouts. ls there any objection 

tu ype vy beep EMG to ap nowe. 

"N tL toni t have them . 

Lo ocho t mean right this minute. put will the Ful 

yak Late available? 

A { juuse, af you make a ceqyuest for thaw. 

SEB mtinee 
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JNoesn'te reuulce a request. ERBARIO They are a Part 

roquawe.   L udton'’t chink that anyons -- 

            

      

| MR. COLE: I objeec. Let's go off the “ecord just a 

| 
: 

i| 
, ; Second 

‘| 

bs | YR. WETS HERG . To think thac's yOod idea, 
i 

. 

: 1 (OLlscusuion otf the record. ] 

” | MR. LESAR: back on the record. HI 

") 
WY MR. LESAR: 

10 ; Oo the compnutec printouts on the neutron activation 
| 

{| (nalysyts oxise? 

| A There are NO somputer Printouts. 

Why nots 

ib! ‘a There never has been. 

book a Theru never nag been? . : 

lis A No. VYhey are not Computer printouts at all. 
[7 whal aru thay? 

ig | A Pleces of Pulsuroig filim with a lot OF numbers on thew. 
hy a but do they exist? 

0) A AS far as ] know, thay do. 

| fl With respect to tha Spactroyraphic analysis, tiere 

| ' would also be Spectroyraphic Platus, would Chere not? I 
, 7m A 4 don't know. * 

60 IMC 
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\ ) L thought when the test was done that gpectrojraphd 

plates ace craated. 

Yay. 

\ You're saying you don't know whether they now axis 

tl ‘ That’ 3s right. 

\! ; 
. All rcaisght. We would aphk that you check on that, & 

| 
ybecause wu were not providud those. 

Mi. COLL: Ne. Lesar, if you wish to have itews th 

ake in addition to those alruady provided, I would request t 

you write a letter to me requesting such busus. wa will se6 

i they Can be made available to you. 

MR. LESAR, It you cun't rcemember then, L'll write 

you a latter. 

MR. COLE: It's not a matter of wy remembering tn 

I am simply asking you write ua letter to that’ effect and we 

respomd. 

mk. LESAR: I would ayree to write you a letter 

specttying what we want, on the understanding it is not to 

tCrealeud as a new cequoste. 

AK. oL LOCKS. Muy | ask pomethinuy here, Jim? 

AR. COLL: Off the record? 

AR. SLICKS. It can by on the record. 

is 1t pusueible for the three of us to yo out in 
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CA IS-19F6 ~~ 
ExK1/3/T 3 

‘ire Thouas H, Bresson, Chief 8/17/80 FOIPA Branch 
PEI 
Washirgten, B.S. 20575 

Dear Hr, Bresson, 

The thin paragraph of your lotter of the 1ith da provocativs vor wWoat it does say 
ae woliz as for what it does not say. 

Tou do say that these records are, be tyesn thea, HURKIN Serials 2914 and 5920. 
You also say that you have roVade.: thes “as they ap ear“ in the Pdl's reading room, 

appear in 7Hi files, 

tn Civil Action 15-1996 At 4s the representation of the Department and the FHI that 
* Nowa be Provided with all nonexanpt MRK records, not those that the FEE wuld 
Place in its reading rom, Obviousiy, there can be pages in unserialised records that 
Nene nO pisced in the reading room and there is no aparent seaus of determining this. 
“ou here have 3936 pages bearing only two mubers. If you have not provided costes ef 
tosh seriela in full I apyeal the withholdings and with this case in court I would like 
to hear froc you promptly about this. 

Nour leStar does not identity these te seiale as what the Fl calls then, tuliios, 
. ‘our letter aleo doa not state that these two bulkics are gl] the KURDY mulites, and 
they are not. 

So, when I am to have received all Murkin bulides you letter fails to state that 
i have, and if I have not, “nat also I appeal. again, I would like to be informed promptly. 

with ballistics tests, neutron activation analysia, Bpectrographic analysis ., ," Anyone 
reading your letter, without detailed knowledges, as a Judge might lack detailed lmowleige, 
could easily sasume that I have “apeaifically* reosived all such infomation. In fact I 

' have note this waa established when SA Join W. Kilty was deposed last yeer in this case,



  

Ho was then represented by the same William G. Cele, to whom you refer, accempanied by 

Legal Counsel Invision S4 Jack Blicks, both of whom therefore have personal imovledge. 

for your intermation, the materials included within your language are within the 

specitio items of my 4/15/75 request and 84 Kilty provided an affidavit attesting to 

fwil and cpaplete compliance, uhich I promptly disputed wmder cath. My affidavit 

identifies pertinent end withheld informations If ny recellestion is correct it ales -  * 
identified 34 Kilty as a specialist in providing insocurete and incomplete information - 

under cath, & specialty in whieh he dees not enjoy a monerely. 

Four er sore years later Sa Kilty éiepeted Rinself under oath. This is net unique, 

for I have ing hin to contradict himsclf ender oath on another cecasion, vhen he ws in 

beth contredictery versions disputed under cath ty another (then retired) SA, ubo had 
personal knexleigee / mens we 

The FEL éid net diepate uy gffidavit. Inetesd it stonewalled ani to this day oom 

tinues to gtonewall. 

1% is now about a year aines &% Kilty acimewledged the existence of records that 

li are aot provided ami are included withim your quoted language. . 

this includes the spootregraphic plates. BA Bookwith agreed twe years ago that they 

would be provided in this end the J¥K case. They still have sot beon provided in either, 

Rais includes most of the Nad records, as my affidavit identified then. 

You ahould remember ny knowledge of the nature end extent ef Rad records from your 

persenal participation in ay Cede 759226, Phatbmzit, w411 is court, is the firet filed 

under the euended Acte Yarlier, as Jed. 250%70, 4% nad much te do with the amending of 

the dot, as 1 am certein you should recall. The new muit differes fro the old sult ia 

that i% alse includes ai) Has recomia pertaining to the JFK assassination investigations 

nis wis because no available record ruflestid the fact that the FEI did performs Mide in 
toe JEK case unen Code 2h0t~70 was filed, Bus waon conslience was alleged in Cede T5a225 ~ 

although I was net provided with a-y NAA information, jou explained this by claining I aid 

mot desire it. Your interpretation, that I amended the first eult to inclade vhat I aid 

not want, contributes to its haviag vesa remanded by the apveals court twice. (This is net 

  

 



  

Aa ene 

a record, The first suit was there three times, as well as to the Juyrane Court. If 

you had reviewed olZ pertinent records, iucludiny those you stlli have nes provided, 

you would have noted that after the iirst of the five oral agrumuuts belore the appeals 

court but pelor to its decisiun tix Department suvumuuled aovting that quses) 

Your 3/41 letter aleo incluies "Ballistics tuuts.” In the ding case, Cae 1521996, | 

whion includes aii such invoimation, the Hi states thet it did not vest Tive the so-called 

Ray ritvle, witich the FHL rerers to as the death ris. dowaver, the published records of 

¢he House Select Conittee on Assgssinations state that the Fal did tes$ fire that rifle, 

which, ordinarily, one would have asuumod. fhe committee states that it obtained the 

test-fired specimens from 3A Courtlandt Cunningham. Ulless tha committee ia in error the 

FSI appears to have misled the Court in Cede 75=19%. 

My counsel reminded Mr. Cole that SA Kilty had testified to the existenes of perti- 

nent and withheld information a year ago, that it still had not been provided, svt he 

again asked for ite (As I state above, SA licks also had personal kuowledge.) 4s of the 

last mail there still has been no response My first requests were in 1969. The same 

information was requested again on 4/15/75. fhe edstence of pertinont and withheld 

information was confirmed by the FSI itself wider oath in 1979. I therefore wonder atout 

your selection of lamguage that is, sascntially, irrclevant on dugust Ais 106 

For your additiousl information, your analyst o. tis case, Ha, Connig Fruitt, testi- 

fied on creas execination only the day before yesterday that the FXI had newer asked for 

olarification of this or any other pf ny iniertation requests. 

In my dixect quotation of your languag/that 1 describe as essentially irrelevant | 

I omitted “the examination of cigurette butts.” Ay request included those found in Atlanta. . 

In raspense Si Kilty attested that none usre found there but soue were found in New Orleans. 

I have since learned that in fact cigarette remains ap oar to have bemn found in Atlanta, 

in the Ray rooming house rather than in bis oar. In tho interest of speding this long-delaged 

gase to a reasonable conclusion I sat for nothing further about ciyereéte remains. 

Sincerely, Harold Weisberg 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

MUG 1! 190 

REGIS'TERED 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

Reference is made to a recent letter from Mr. William G. Cole, Civil Division, Department of Justice, to your attorney, Mr. Lesar, in which he states that FBI laboratory documents would be copied for release to you. 

Accordingly, enclosed herewith are 3,936 pages of 
laboratory documents which are located in FBI Headquarters 
(fBIHQ) MURKIN file, 44-3886l-section 83, serials 5914 and 
5920. 

You have previously been provided approximately 100 pages of laboratory documents that deal specifically with ballistics tests, neutron activation analysis, spectrographic analysis, and the examination of cigarette butts. However, 
at this time you are being furnished complete copies of serials 5914 and 5920 as they appear in the FBIHQ FOIPA Reading Room, which also includes the above-mentioned material. 

Due to the bulk of these records, they have been 
divided into eleven volumes, each of which has been assigned 
letters A through K to insure that the material is kept in 
proper order in the FOIPA Reading Room and through handling 
and mailing procedures. . 

Excisions have been made in some of these documents 
Pursuant to the following subsection of Title 5, United States 
Code, Section 552: 
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Mr. Harold Weisberg 

(b) (7) investigatory records compiled for law 
enforcement purposes 
of which would: 

r the disclosure 

(C) constitute an unwacranted invasion 
of the personal Privacy of another 
person. 

If you so desire, you may appeal to the Associate Attorney General from any denial contained herein. Appeals should be directed in writing to the Associate Attorney General (Attention: Office of Privacy and Information Appeals), United States Department of Justice, Washington, D. C. 20530, within thirty days from receipt of this letter. The envelope and the letter should be Clearly marked "Free- dom of Information Appeal" or "Information Appeal." , 

Sincerely yours, 

reason J INP 
. Thomas H. Bresson, Chief 

Freedom of Information- 
Privacy Acts Branch 

Records Management Division 

Enclosures (11)
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TO : Mr. Cochran Aw ~ paTE: 3/2/76 

FROM : J. J. McDermot poe 

in 
SUBJECT: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT {FOLA) . 

OF JAMES H. LESAR / 
“AA Qo 
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rs Pio Fe a Li thiid / | fe : 
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Copies Bh eer of dames H. Lesar cated 4/15/77 

12/29/75, 2/23/76Y the Deputy Attorney General's (DAG) lé-tter 

of 12/1/75, and SA J. ¥. Kilty's Laboratory accendun dated 

21/14/75 are attached. 
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As indicated in the aa letter of 12/1/75, 

Lesar's reguest in his 4/15/75 PY letter numbered 1 and 6& 

were narrowly construed in the interest of saving his 

client undue expense. As Lesar indicates in his recent 

letters he desires to inspect the material within the scope 

of his recuests 1 and & which has not been furnished Kin. 

ce
 

  

This reovest is currently in litigation and the 

Department of Justice has asked us tO acconpéate the. 

3/15/76 date for inspection, if reasonably possibie. 

LIl- TI Ne r 

RECOMMENDATION . 
in FO-59 Le Barger a fps 
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That the Labors$zty. Division accumplate “show IN 

photocraphs of the scene o: “the Murkin ané@ any ballistics 
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tests conducted in the Murkin and advise SA Wisemas JUh 23 1975 

. Freedom of Information-Privacy Acts Section, Files and 

Communications Division, when they are ready [Or tt meee f 

requester's review. 
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_ LABORATORY ADDENDUM, UWK:fdab (5) March 5, 1976 

With testimony and work commitments already 

made, it is not possible to conduct a complete search of 
the MURKIN file and gather the pertinent information by 
March 15, 1976. A realistic date is March 22, 1976, and 

SA John W. Kilty will keep SA Wiseman advised concerning 
his procress in the file search. The Laboratory 
Division will be responsible for Item 1 in the reavest. 

The General Investigation Division should gather and~ 

evaluate the photographs of the scene as described in Item 

& of the recuest. 

AOE ete, 
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f search of the 

reports of firearns é€xerin 

be, revealed serial 432, @ 
notes, anc serial 47é2, & re} 

notes. c:0 other firearms €% 
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fsent time spent on this search was eipnt 

hours. 
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————— ADDENDUM GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION HNE:bap 3/8/76 

j * The POI-PA Section shovld handle Item 6 of this 

| - "Freedom of Information Request” pertaining to all photographs 

from whatever source taken at the scene of the crime on 

4/4 or 4/5/68. 
" 

Martin -“Luther King, Jr, Was kille@ on 4/4/68 anda 

Civil Rights investigation was immediately instituted. Any 

photographs of the crime” scene as reguested would be located 

Somewhere in our voluminous files either here at FEIHO or 3b opr 

Memphis Field Office, the office of origin, in the King civil 

rights case. The Ceneral Investigative Division has no intricate 

knowledge as to where these photographs are located in these 

voluminous files which were compiled nearly 8 years ago. The 

only way to retrieve these photographs would be for a complete 

file review. This file review is clearly a clerical function 

of the FOI-PA (ction. ‘ 

  

The General Investigative Division is referring this matt 

back to the FOI-PA Section. The FOI-PA Section will handle 

Item 6 of this request. 
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It appears that Items 1 through 4 of Lesar's lettar 

April 15, 1975, and all four items in Leiser's letter af ~- ° 

September 5, 1975, are Laboratory matters. 
' - ~~ — * . 

Two copies: of each item are being enclosed with this: 

addendum. ‘ 

The items are as follows: 

(1) Laboratory report dated April 17, 1368, which 
sets ovt results of firearms examinations 

mentioned in Lesar's and Leiser's letters.   

  

(2) Laboratory worksheet containing notes concernir; 

the firearms examinations. 

(3) Laboratory report, worksheet and notes containd) 

the results of spectregraphic end neutron - 

activation examinations of bullets? 
Saranac acl = 

(4) Worksheet and notes concerning the spectrograph 

analyses of areas of clothing. 

(5) Worksheet and notes concerning the firearms 

examinations comducted on clothing. ° 

(6) Laboratory report, airtel, worksheet and notes 

concerning the examination of a portion of 

wincowsill. i     
(7) Laboratory report Cated April 19, 1968, which 

lists items recovered during search of 1966 wh 

Mustang. 

oh 
3 
7 

: 
{3 ‘3 

= (8) Eleven photographs and phot omic 

: windowsill area, the muzzle of 

mechanism merkings. & 

  

None of these items hes been relegsedé to the publi 

' | J Gf — LC. ~ 7p 

9 

Item 4 in Lesar's letter asks for "the results of a.) 

scientific tests performed on the butts, eshes or other cigar’ 

remains found in-the- white Mustang...* Review of che pertine 

worksheets and reports has determined that nO cigarette butts: 

wore recovered during the scarch of the Mustang. The report 

aated April 19, 1968, sets out the itgms that were recovered.) 
wef 27 rf \y i 
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Twenty hours of agent time were vtilized in this Tae” 

The cost of printing the phptooranns is approximately $20.09, 
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emorandum : a 
ae A 

TO > Mr. J. B. Adams DATE: 3/25/76 i Cons, | 
a 

toa. 

e fs pection ___ 

FROM 3 Legal oes eh tewvoll. 

Rebveretery __ 

Lege! Com. y 

: Plea. & Evol. _ 

SUBJECT: HAROLD SY nee Spee Met ms 

v. U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE Veiven inn 
(U.S.D.C., D. Cc.) Diroctes Seoc'y _ 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 75-1996 

  

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this memorandum is to advise 
of the results of the 3/23/76 meeting between plaintiff 
and his attorney and SAs Thomas L. Wiseman, (FOI-PA 
Section), John W. Kilty, (Laboratory Division), and 
Parle Thomas Blake, (Legal Counsel). SD 

SYNOPSIS: 

At a 3/23/76 meeting between plaintiff and FBI 
representatives, plaintiff reviewed all documents locate 
at FBIHQ pursuant to his FOIA request for Murkin material, |) 
and indicated a strong belief that the FBI possessed 
additional material responsive to his request which we had 
not furnished him. There is a possibility he is correct 
in this contention, in that the Memphis Division may have 
Material of this nature which was not forwarded to FBIHQ. 

1 - Mr. Cochran 

. Attn: Mr.Kilty 
1 - Mr. Gallagher 

Attn: Mr. Helterhoff @O APR 6 jo76 « 
ll -.Mr. McDermott ~ 

1 

1 
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; Attn: Mr. Wiseman 
- Mr. Moore 

Attn: Mr. Gunn 

- Mr. Mintz 
- FOIA Litigation Unit 

(Blake) 
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Memorandum to Mr. J. B. Adams 

Re: Harold Weisberg v. U. S. Department of Justice . 
, . (U.S.D.C., D. C.), Civil Action No. 75-1996 

i 
yf RECOMMENDATIONS: 

4 

v 
ryt (1) That the FOI-PA Section, Records Management 

D 

{ 
at y vet ivision, expeditiously furnish Memphis with copies of pertinent 

ch Who Lae correspondence concerning plaintiff's FOIA request, and 

bil ae request Memphis to immediately review its files to locate 

ieee any information in its possession not previously furnished 
cA. wt to FBIHQ which might be within the scope of plaintiff's 
at he request. (This would be an exception to the FOI-PA Section's 

Y ge position that FBIHQ searches alone constitute sufficient 

1 compliance with respect to FOIA requests; however, this 
position is not considered tenable, given the facts in 
this case, and to attempt to defend it in this litigation 

could very well result in a precedent-setting adverse 

Gecision on this point.) 

E ) 

y * 
a jw 

(2) That AUSA John Dugan, District of Columbia, 

i/ be be requested to advise plaintiff through his attorney that 

H the FBI, in order to insure that we have completely complied 

\* with plaintiff's request, is searching the files of the 

\\ 4% Memphis Field Office (the only logical remaining repository 

W of information responsive to plaintiff's request) ,4within 

ov 30 days. It should be noted that there is a status call 
in this case Friday morning, 3/26/76 and it would be very 

beneficial if Dugan relayed this’ message prior to then. 

APPROVED: We Comp Syst_.._ Laboratory. 
Assoc. pw pe Ext. Affairs... Legal Coun.../2), > eB 

Der. AD Aox. a [cen Inv. Plan. & Ev. 
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Memorandum to Mr. J.” B. Adams 

Re: Harold Weisberg v. U. S. Department of Justice ‘ 

(U.S.D.C., D. C.), Civil Action No. 75-1996 

DETAILS: 

Plaintiff, through his attorney, James H. Lesar, 

(who is also an attorney for James Earl Ray), originally 

submitted an FOIA request to us for certain categories of 

material concerning our investigation of the King 

assassination, including “the results of any ballistics, 

tests,” and “all photographs from whatever source taken: 

at the scene of the crime on April 4th or April Sth, 1968.” 

After some delay, we denied this request, citing exemption 

(b) (7) (A) of the FOIA (investigatory records compiled for 

law enforcement purposes, the production of which would 

interfere with enforcement proceedings), inasmuch as ‘ 

James Earl Ray is currently appealing his conviction in ‘ 

the 6th Circuit. Plaintiff appealed this denial, and over 

the strenuous objections of the Department's Civil Rights 

Division and the FBI, Deputy Attorney General Tyler, in 

a letter to plaintiff's attorney dated 12/1/75 over-ruled 

our Genial, and advised plaintiff's attorney that he was 

granting "access to every existing written document, 

photograph and sketch which I consider to be within the 

scope of Mr. Weisberg's request.” 

The Deputy Attorney General, in the same 12/1/75 

letter, qualified the above grant of access by stating, 

"I have not included as matters for consideration the results 

of a great number of ballistics tests performed on rifles 

other than the one owned by Mr. Ray." He aiso stated, 

*  . . in addition, in an effort to save your client considerabl 

expense, I have construed item number six (the request for 

‘all photographs’ referred to above) so as not to encompass 

the several hundred photographs in Bureau files of Dr. King's 

clothes, the inside of the room rented by Mr. Ray, or various 

items of furniture and personal property." The Deputy 

Attorney General advised that if plaintiff did in fact desire 

this material, he should make a written request for same, 

agreeing to pay the reproduction and special search costs 

which would be involved.
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Memorandum to Mr. J. B. Adams 
Re: Harold Weisberg v. U. S. Department of Justice 9 

(U.S.D.C., D. C.), Civil Action No. 75-1996 a 

Plaintiff's attorney had been informally advised by a staff attorney in the Deputy Attorney General's office 
a week or so before this letter was sent as to what the 
general contents of the letter would be. At approximately the same time plaintiff instituted suit. 
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Plaintiff subsequently furnished the written 
assurance requested in Deputy Attorney General Tyler's letter 
that he did desire all ballistics tests and photographs, 
along with a promise to pay for the special search for this 
Material, and, after the search was completed, this material 
was made available to plaintiff and his attorney fora 
review at FBIHQ on 3/23/76. Plaintiff and his attorney 
were met by SAs Wiseman and Blake and, after Plaintiff 
tendered a check for $141.00 covering the special search 
fees, the material was made available for their review. 

\y
 

During the course of reviewing this material, 
plaintiff strongly indicated his belief that he had not 
been furnished all the material in possession of the FBI 
falling within the scope of his request, and specifically 
indicated that he was positive that we would have more 
laboratory material and photographs than we had made available 
to him. He was politely but firmly advised that we had 
thoroughly reviewed the entire Murkin file at FBIHQ and made 
available to him all material located which could possibly 
be within the scope of his request and which could be released 
pursuant to the FOIA and.Deputy Attorney General Tyler's 
12/1/75 letter. When plaintiff continued to’persist in his 
statements that the laboratory material was’ incomplete, 
SA Blake requested SA Kilty to join the meeting in an effort 
to convince plaintiff of the completeness of the laboratory 
material. SA Kilty was somewhat successful in this regard, 
although it is felt it would be impossible to ever convince 
plaintiff he has been furnished all material concerning this 
matter, in view of his previous and well-publicized statements 
that the government has engaged in a massive coverup in 
connection with both the King and J. F. Kennedy assassinations. 

-e- Le im Seer eisai cree =I , ANSE SSeS eee cee:
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Memorandum to Mr. J. B. Adams 

Re: Harold Weisberg v. U. S. Department of Justice e 

(U.S.D.C., D. C.), Civil Action No. 75-1996 

Plaintiff also expressed concern that he had not 

been furnished all photographs pursuant to his request, and 

cited as an example the fact that “in the second most extensive 

investigation in the FBI's history” (plaintiff's words), we 

@id not even possess photographs of the motel balcony on 

which King died, and the surrounding area. (It should be 

noted that plaintiff is correct in this contention, in that 

our search of FBIHQ files did not reveal any photographs of 

this nature.) 

Plaintiff claimed at several points in the 

discussion to have information which would help us locate 

other material in our possession responsive to his request, 

and he was advised that we would very much appreciate his 

furnishing this information to us in written form to assist 

us in completely complying with his request. He offered to 

furnish this information orally, but we advised him that, 

inasmuch as the FBI is currently attempting to process 

thousands upon thousands of FOI-PA requests, it would be 

necessary for us to have this information in written form 

in order to insure that no errors would be made, and to 

assist our Reviewer-Analysts in processing his request. 

Although plaintiff did not specifically refuse to do so, he 

did not indicate that he planned to furnish this information 

in written form. " 

Plaintiff expressed his belief that, if this 

material which he “knew” we possessed was not located in 

FBIHQ files, then it most certainly would be located in 

appropriate field office files. 

After indicating which of the documents made available 

to him he desired copies of, plaintiff concluded the meeting 

by stating that he was not interested in suing, harassing or 

embarassing the FBI, but that he only wanted all information 

he had requested. 

“
>
>



  

  

Memorandum to Mr. J. B. Adams 

Re: Harold.Weisberg v. U. S. Department of Justice ® 

, . (U.S.D.C., D. C.), Civil Action No. 75-1996 

On 3/24/76, SA Blake telephonically contacted 

SA Joseph Hester of the Memphis Division (who was case agent 

on Murkin and whose name is known to plaintiff), and Hester 

indicated that in all probability, Memphis could possess 

information responsive to plaintiff's request which was not 

furnished FBIHQ. Hester specifically mentioned newspaper 

photographs concerning the King assassination which he believed 

might be located in the Memphis file which presumably, would 

fall within the scope of plaintiff's request. 

* me -
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re. & Evol. 
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_U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE Teoinng —__. Fo (U.S.D.C6, D.)-——_-— aoe CIVIL AGTION NO. 75-1996 ° 
== PON SS SS pee 1 tao 

PURPOSE: 
To furnish copy of attached affidavit of 

Special Agent Donald L. Smith of the FOIPA Branch, 
Records Management Division. 

SYNOPSIS: 
Attached affidavit complies with the Court's 

desire to be advised of the FBI's response, if any, to 
plaintiff's prior DIA reyguests for information in 
possession of the defendant concerning the Martin Luther 
King assassination investigation. On 11/16/76, the 
Original and three copies of this affidavit were furnished 
to Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) John R. Dugan, 
with one copy being furnished Departmental Attorney Lynne = 5 
Zusman. 

RECOMMENDATION: = 

None. For information. 
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Memorandun to Assistant Director , 
Records Management Division 

Re: Warold Weisberg v. 
U. S. Departinent of Justice 
(0.S.D.C., D. €.) 
Civil Action No. 75-1996 

DETAILS: 

By inemorandum from Legal Counsel to Assistant 
Director, Records Manavement Division, dated 10/5/76 and 
captioned as above, it was set forth that the Court desired 
to sce the FBI's responses to requests plaintiff had made 
as far back as 1969 for Laboratory material concerning the 
Martin Luther King assassination investigation, and that by 
Notice Of Filing Of Attached Exhibits, plaintiff furnished 
copies of five of these reauests. Although only one of 
them was directed to tiie FRI, we did locate copies of two 
of the requests in our records, alone with internal 
Inmemoranda concerning these two requests which indicated 
that no response was made to plaintiff. The other thres 
requests were made to the Department, and we were unable 
to locate copies of any of these three in our files. 

Attached affidavit sets forth the above-mentioned 
information, but Goes not refer to the internal seinoranda. 
Tt was prepared after conferences between Special Asents 
Donald L. Smith of the FOIPA Branch, Records Management 
Division, and Parle Thomas Blake of the Legal Counsel 
Division, AUSA John R. Dugan, and Departmental Attorney 
Lynne Zusinan. On 11/16/76, the original and three copies 
of the affiavit were furnished Dugan, and one copy was 

furnished Zusman. 
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TO : Mr. Phillip Mogen, Chief DATE: December 5, 1975 = 
Litigation Unit, Freedom of Information i 
Federal Bureau of Investigation REGrcenspan:wr, ts 

FROM : 145-12-2521 
Jeffrké} Axelrad, Chief  YEXSAAL coveanves 
Infofmation and Privacy Unit Tel: 202-739-4253 

SUBJECT: Civi pivision 
fs 

Harold Weisberg s v. U.S. Department of ‘Justice . 
U.S.D.©. D. D.C., No. 75- 1996 bs 

Cis “ t a. = em & 
Enclosed is a copy of the complaint in the above- i 

ae entitled matter filed pursuant to 5 U.S.C. £552, f 

Because the Freedom of Information Act brovides that : 
FOI cases take precedence on the docket, we would eppreciate i 
your providing us a litigation report in duplicate by 3 
December 19, 1975 if possible, which report should include ‘ 

. the following: j 

1. <A statement as to the manner, place, and time of 
' plaintiff's request to your office to make the record. fe 
, involved available for his inspection, inetudcing four copies-- ie 

one certified-- of any docwnents or other wemoranda incorpor- rh 
ating plaintiff's request. / \ 

“ ‘ : fm - 2. Five copies--one certified--of any correspondence for: 
3 or memoranda of any communication, written or oral, between / a 

your office and the plaintiff concerning plaintiff's reenest ! 
“ for the records involved 

i : s4 «ms / 3. If the records have been identified and located a 
] detailed description or summary of the records involved and 

@a statement as to their current location. If it has not 
been possible to identify or locate the records, tlen: 

3 include a statement to this effecc. 

i 
4. Two copies of any corresponcenc tain my 

your office showing the auministrative vro : 
s / plaintiff’ request, yp aay ‘ 
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5. A statement of the reason or reasons why in th 

opinion of your office the record involved should no! 

made available. Such reasons should be related as ¢cire 
4 c 
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as possible to the statute, as for example, that the reco) 

ss available under subsection (a}(1) of (2) (2) of the Act, 

that the record is exempted from disclosure by some other 

statute or that the record is within one or more of the 

other exemptions of subsection (5b) of the Act, or tt 

plaintiff did not comply with the applicable regulati 

requesting the record, Where the record falls wit! 

more of the exemptions of subsection (b) of the Ac 1 

exemption should be specifically identified and discussed. 

We suggest that you include in the affidavit or affi- 

davits a statement of facts demonstrating the manner in 

which production of the records requestec would prejudice 

the operation of your office. 

6. Executed original and five copies of 

setting forth facts establishing any defenses hint 

pertinent. If there are any questions on the form of this 

affidavit, Richard E. Greenspan (187-4263) of our of fice will 

his best to assist you. 

  

7. The name and telephone number of the attorney in 

your office who will be familiar with this. 

Enclosure 

cc: Unitec States Attorney 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
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Assistant Mttorney General 
Civil Diviaion 

Rocenber 19, 3 Attn: R, FB, Greenspan 1 Me Coches 
- ° Cr ran 

5 
i - Mr. Gallagher 

,= Attn: Mr. Lawn HAROLD WEISBERG ¥, - l - Mr. McDermott o. Ss. DEPARTMES? (OP Just ce Attn: Mir, Wiseman {U.8.D.C., D.C. ) a lL - Mr. Moore 
CIVIL ACTION HO, 75-1996 pe ee, Mee Gunn nm a. Poa yptur 

me l= Mr. Blake . 

which enclosed a copy or the eae eae Fale Aan 
watter and requested a Litiyation xveport, 

4 

neforande i8 wate te your wmerorancdum Cated 
Decenber §, 1537 your xeference REGreensnnanryr Le Lame Se 

  

Fnclosel for your tnformatfion ant nag? 
are two coples aach of ta following, whteh sel tty 
exception of the exhibits attachod fo the OO pers: 
complaint (which are not anclosed}), comprise aot Spondence fn our possasslon concerning fatto sud 
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ont Gated April 18, 1975, yeferrfvng platntigvt'’s Preator jnformation Hct request to the Fedlerel Ducaan of Znvegtle “athon (PBI); 

ted June 27, 1975, €anving platntiv tte roc on che    
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[ (2) Letter fron oe to plalmel (e's attorney 
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grounds that relaage of the materiel Lad 
pools have a harmful effect on the Hekaehae Deak aon AO ncerning Jakes Earl Mays seneine “octets: Sys ik f ene ieanusai en Sana em Eee nnn ATM eS OIRO FB un any er th a apets 6 7   
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(3) Letter fron the 
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wy denial to the extent of oranting accengs to at 
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Listed beloy, and numbered to corcespond %o 

allegations {n the complaint, are our suggested antvers 

to these allegations as they apply to Se BL: 

nog lnw an (1) Concluslo 

oe? Fact for which an aAnbwéEr 

an answer sway be doemed requl 

  

« 

a ° ” 

Snowledgm S (2) Defendant Lacks Anformation and 

gufficient to Form a belflerl as co the 

of this allecation. 

(3) Kamit. 

(4) Deny 
plainti¢gf'sa Exnibit 
referred Lor a Full 

thereof. 

(5) Deny 
plaintiff's Exhibit 

xveferrod for a Fall 

thereof. 

{§) Deny 
plaintiff's Exhibit 

geferred for a Full 

thereof. 

{7} Deny 
plaintifg's Exhibit 
referred for a foll 

thereof. 

8) Deny 
plaintiff's Exhibit 

veferrea For a Lull 

thereat. 

, , (3) Deny. 

Sinca, 

er of Decenbe Lett 
1375, olain thee h 
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to which the court 
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‘wecuestet, hla complaint now Call 

Assistant Attorney General 
Civil Division 

™m 
= Le 

u fustictabla Lusua over vhich the cowrt ha 

You may wish to request the United States Attorney 

apcertain if plaintize' 2 attorney Ls Sntetasted 
ice, fn order 

Y 

voluntary diemtssal withont prejua 
Cc Rw 

wminocessary Litication. YF this >», & 

not prove viable, a motion to tlantes, ar fn 
ulcement, suppore alternative, Tor summery 

Sy 5 
affidavit, would be wep oprfiate. 

Please keep us adviser of oll pectinent 

t 

all Gocumsents Filed with ¢he court. VWais 
fevelopments in this matter, and furnish ms coy 

handled by. Bpacial Agent Parle Thotas Plaka 
Legal Counsel Divi Bion, ANG you fay eontect 

5-4522 Sor any further inforvation and ox om ¥ 

L - United States Attorney [Enclosures = ©} 
District of Colwebia 

NOTE: By letter of 4/15/75, plaintifi’s Be 

£0 ghata a 
3 huriotlottons 

aXce 
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ot 

  

James H. Lesar, requested certel: 
(primarily photographs anc 
tory tests) concerning the Mar 
King, Or., assassination. Th 
Genied pursuant to the »b({7) (A} 
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fy 

the FOTIA (interference with 
proceedings) inasmuch as 2 
an appeal pending in U. 
Despite the obiectic 
ae ane Tee Civil D 
FBI, the Deputy Ait Cr 
appeal , decided to overrule. 
furnish him all af Sie all 3 er 

Gg moot the tor 
litiqation. of interest is the fae ih 
3/25/75 newspaper article identifies 2 
of Washington, D.C. as one of the throa 
attorneys who are handling Ray's anpea 
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i Honorable Rex E. Lee January 15, 1976 

LY i Assistant Attorney General ‘ 
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‘ ; OS e Le ae 

an ¢ | : Ex HLBITG 

EJS:TRDrdime _ 

Earl J. Silbert 

United States Attoruay 

for the istrict of Columbia , . 

Harold Weisberg v. U.S. Department of 

Justice, Civil Action 75-1996   
On January 10, .1976 we received plaintiff's first 

set of interrogatories in the above-entitled action. A 

copy is ittached. 

Apparently plaintiff's counsel does not feel this Sa 

action is moot, as suggested in the memorandum of the . 

Director of the PBI under date of December 19, 1975. 

Judse Green has set a status call in the above-entitled 

action for Pebruary 3, 1976 at 10:00 a.m. 

We should probably move for a protective order and 

file a motion on grounds of mootness, if appropriate. 

Please advise. 

Attachment 

ec: Special Agent Parle Thomss Blake 

Legal Counsel Division 

Fegeral Bureau of Investigation 

J. Eduyar Boover Building ° 

fashington, D.C. 
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FBI | : 

Date: 11/5/68 ; | 

| o smit the following in 
| oh sail f° (Type tn plasnteast or code) 4 tee 4. \ as AIRTEL AX 

: 
° (Priority) | 4 % waren n- -H--eee 

bo tee e | _ | TO: = DIRLCTR, FBI (44-38861) 
R 

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (14-1987) p x fe 
MURKIN 

a E 

F District Attorney General PHIL M. CANALE, Memphis, o Tennessee, has advised that the following FBI Agents shoulki be alerted to the fact that their testimony will be needed in is, instant case. It is anticipated at this moment that efforts to ror & select a jury will bein on 11/12/68 and witnesses Will be heard as “te Soon thereafter as possible: Mr. CANALE has stuted he will make ae se every effort to avoid needless lost time on the part of these omare Agents and for this reason he desires them to be available for i. immediatc response to a Subpoena. These Agents are as follows: ¥-, ‘ 

by. 5 * GOVERNMENT: JansS moprrre & ’ a 
SEAT OF GOVERNMENT: QusceT fpAZee |/ 7 

CHIRAL 8 bine Sage L yt 
Pokgss Sarwel esAahe We 
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; 1 od mn 
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jz 0 BHEAF 53 2 7 
ili: REC-6 A weememen Cows aoe / i, 4 * 

y ~ \N 

ey < (3) BUREAU fas | TS NOV FEO | i. 1 ATLANTA (AM) at ‘ * 1 BIRMINGAAM (AM) ae SET emer -- 
1 LOS ANGELES (AM) ==, l, i 1 MEMPHIS {v AA JCH:BN is | AT ees 
(7) | ¢ | . ‘DI 
. . 4 

ve Approved: ——— Sent. M Per ‘ s =” * Special Agent’in Charge 
me yr eee Tl OT ee ee ¢ 
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HAROLD WIISRERG v. 

U.S. DEPARIMENT OF JUSTICE 
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PURPOSE’ To furnish copy of plaintiff's Notice 3 

of Filing of Attached Fxhibits, and ; 

to advise of current status of captioned Litigation. ae 
4 

SYSCPSIS: Rt a status call on 9/20/76, Jucge ; 

Green inéicated that thie Government df 

must produce the “three boxes of tndices” refertvec to in ; 

the @atails, below, and on the sare cate plaintiff served 

attached Hotice on Assistant Tnited States Attorney [(AUSA) i 

John Dugan. 
: 
$ 

RECOMMENDATIONS} (1) That Special Agent Thomas L, Figeman if 

of the FOIPA Section, or the successor 

to Special Agent Wieeman's forar position, ascertain if 

the thres boxes of indices are {in possession of the Far, 

and if so, review them for the purpose of turming then 

over to plaintiff as soon as posible.     
3
2
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. (2) That Speclal Acent Jonn P. Cunninaghan 

of the POIPA Section locate tha PRI's copies of tha corre- 

spondence attached to plaintiff's Notice, 45 woll as all 

poi 2 73     
v- - 

~ ~ ‘dee 

° ° 

Enclosure meee DOT Spr cuy 

l- Mr. Cochran (Attn: Mr. Kilty) - 

.(2 - Mr. Decker 4Attn: Mr. Cunninghata) ‘ os 

a {Attn: Mr. Wiaeran) . 

>. Le Mr, Mints 

- 1 - Mr. Rlake . CONTINUED = OVER 

PTB: rm 
oo. . f 

M67 : ns 

mgs oe: ay! bre ‘ « * se ee pm Re TA ee ee ee 

sa le ve rl ul Yous.
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~i-_ Memorandum to Assistant Director , int : 

Recorts Managerent Division - * 

~. * Be; Harold welsberg, Ve Ue5S. Popartient of Justices <> 

“ (U.8.D.C., D. Cw) 

Civil Action ho. 75-1995 

PBI responses to this correspondence, 30 that the Court 

may be advised of the atatus of requests plaintiff made 

.dn 1969 and 1970. 

DETAILS: During recent Court testimony An > 

| captioned litigation, Juage Green 

expressed the opinion that the FRI policy of handling 

FOIA raquests on a “first in - first out” basie, which 

the Court of Apresala has reconized is the exercise of 

due diligence, may not be being strictly complied with. 

In addition, she geerncd to express the opinion that if 

a requester had filed an FOIA recuest prior to the time 

when the FBI was reculred to.couply, hen, following our 

"first in - firet out” policy, this requester should go 

to the head of the list of the backloy of requeacs wniich 

have built up eince February of 1975, the date after 

which the FOIA cis require the Py to canply with FOIA 

recuests. This of course {ew not the Fal's interpretation, 

but, after plaintifeé atated that he had mace Durekons = 4 

et 4h iech male of thig iiticarion 

(laboratory material concermélmy the Martin Luchner King 

agsassination:investigation), 
as far pack af 1969, Uucce 

Creen stated that she wished to sea coples of these requests 

song ane the FPI’s reaponse thereto. Plaintiff indicated 

      

vi “ {¢hat he would furnish copies of his requectr and has : 2 

ye @one so in the attached Notlce of Filing. , We must now - os 

\ 43 -|dndicate what our responses to those requests were. yoo 

; of 
; ~ 

+ . Judge. Grcean also (Indleate’? at a statue fa 

call on 9/30/76 that the “threa boxes of indices® ahnantda v Z 

NN be furnished to plaintiff. te da not clear whether this f [ 

. “Serial is actually in pessession of the FRI, but AUSA F I 
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o . Coat? . 

- Memorandus to Asaistant Director a 

, Recorda Management Division LPale 

Re: Karold welsberg, v. U.S. Department of Justice, oe, 

(U.5.D.C., Ds Co) co 
Civil Action No. 75-1996   

- John Ducan, who 4s handling this Litigation In Court, 

stated that both the local District Attormey's Office 

in wemphia, Tennessee and the Civil Rights Division { 

of the Department advised him that the FBI would have im ia 

copies of this materlal, which the Civil Rights Divislon —~ : G 

claims was prepared by the FBI. This material £s referred 

to in Fxhibit W of plaintiff's Request for Production 

of Documents filed 5/4/76, furnished Special Agent Wiseman 

by Special Agent Parle Thomas Blake of the Legal Counsel 

Division on 5/11/76. It is also referred to in Attachment 

One of plaintiff's Second Affidavit, filed with plaintifft'’s 

Hotion to Compel Production of Documenta on 6/12/76, 

which was furntehed Special Agents Wiseman and Kilty by 

Special Agent Biake on 8/18/76. 
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Special Agants Donald L, Smith, 

John F. Cunningham, and John FE. Koward of the POIPA Ss 

have all testified recently in thls case concerning 

FBI's due Ailicgence in handling FOTPA requests, and 

Judce Green was furnished a copy of the PAI Proposal to 

the Rouse Civil and Conatitutional Rights Subcermsi tree 

concerning the FOIPA, by Special Agent Howard. 
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It has been represente’ in Court that wer 4 

the FRI will reach plaintiff's second, more broad requeat, 

submitted in December of 1975, concerning the King He 

assassination, in October of 1976, and at trat throes an 3 

affidavit will be furnished setting forth an estivate as 

to how long it will take to process plaiutifé's Docerbar 

requergt., Special Aqdent Blake furnisne’ AUSA Dugan two 

additional copieu of the FRi's Proposal, one for hie om 

information, and the second for possible furnishing to 

plaintiff, since tno Proposal waa Flled as an Realpite . 

with the Courts, . =. 
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. ° ° . a Gat. AHows ..— 

TO : Mr. J. B. Adams vATE. 3/24/75 ‘ { Fie howe 

. 
. / JA Gea, Inv. -__ 

i. . . ov eat, 

FROM. 3 1 1 ° h wilt 

‘ ° 
ar . 7 vat vol, 

. Sgoc. fer. 

'pURSECT: PREENO' OF LNFORMATICH ACT (FOIA) REQUEST OF C Tithing ~ 

HAROLD WEISBERG J gbrent Comet 
(mons Ra. 

Dweete: Sec’y .-a 

dated March 13th . 

% By memorandum/from Legal Counsel to Mr. J. B. ie 

Adams under the above caption it was advised discussion Aa 4, 

with Mr. Weisberg concerning his request for laboratory Fp ee 

data connected with the John F. Kennedy assassination 

investigation was planned for “igreh™7 14th. This is to 

advise of the results., Y : . 

. ae es ' _ ' 

~ “ar. Weisherd was accompained by his attorney, James 

H. esar of Washington, D. C. Representing the FBI were 

SA Thomas H. Bresson of the FOIA Unit, Legal Counsel Division, 

SAs Robert A. Frazier and John W. Kilty of the Laboratory 

Division. 

° 

4 4 
. 

i 
; 

: This discussion resolved what appacently wes 

Mr. Weisberg's confusion as to wnat data, ocher than that 

which had bezn furnished to the National Archives, ‘was in 

existence and in possession of the FBI. After the data 

was generally identificd for him, and samples shown to hin, 

he mad2 evecific requcsts for spectographic and .neutron 

activation material which consists of tablics and pages with 

results of readings, representing metal frayginents From the 

body of President kennedy and th2 body of Governor Connolly. 

Atditionally reavested were spectographic analyses data of 

the areas on the clothing of President nennedy and Governor 

Connolly where the bullets may have passed. Weisbarg also 

requested the availzble material relating. to exasination of 

the windshield of the President's automobile, and examination 

regarding metal fragments from the President's avtonobile. 

Additional rewesit wes made for lehoratory examination Cata 

which may be evel leble regarding testing done on 4 curbstione 

near the crime seene. 
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Legal Counsel to Mr. Adams memo . gs 
Re: FOIA Request of Harold Weisberg Yeas a So 4p Tek. 

pe tet ay hh a 

Teh ee aia 
Both Mr. Weisberg and Mr. Lesar indicated this ~~ 

would be completely satisfactory to them and would cover ” 
the scope of the current FOIA request with regard to labo-: 
ratory data in the Kennedy assassination case. : 

With regard to the above request, the documents 
proposed for release are not considered to be material that 
would be subject to withholding under the current FOIA. It 
is estimated it will contain epproximately 20-30 copied pages, 
and a preliminary estimate of a full-work day to search and 
compile. We would he authorized to charge ten cents per copy 
for reproduction, and $2 per quarter hour for search and pro- 
duction of the docuiaents, this being the fee specified in 
regulations for a non-clerical type search. - 

Discussion thereafter continued with SA Bresson 
regarding FOIA matters generally and Specifically the pending 
civil suit. Mr. Lesar stated that receipt of the requested 
documents would moot the civil litigation with regard to labo- 
ratory documents. 

Mr. Weisbery then attempted to formulate fom2 addi-~- 
tional FOIA requests regarding the Kennedy assassination 
investigative file regarding events in Dallas and investigation 
of Lee Harvey Oswald. He aJso indicated he plans to pursue 
further the Martin iuthex King essassination case, including 
laboratozy findings: and some general data of historical 
interest to him that he claims he furnished the FBI many 
years ago. Mr. Waisherg was informed, and he understands, 
that any future FOIA rcgvuest. will have to be submitted in 
writing in accordance with the Nepartmental regulations. 

Mr. Lesar mace reference to a letter we sent to 
him dated 2/27 in reeponse to his letter of 1/29 which he 
directed to the then Acting Attorney General Laurence Silberman. 
Ke felt the reply wis net responsive to his gvestion, and that 
it particularly did uot addzess the issue as to whether infor- 
mation concerning Mr. Weiskerg had ever been furnished to former 
“Congressmen hale Yoggs. Ne advised he would pursuc this matter 
furthex indicating ha Aid not fe2l a reply based mainly on the 
search of recozds wes surZficie:t in this case. 
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. Legal Counsel to Mr. Adams memo 

' Re: FOIA Request of Harold Weisberg acc: 
- 

Ko teS +e 

The corresponéence to which Lesar refers, copy By 

attached, contained in addition to the Boggs question, a - 

request for reply to what was identified as previously 

unanswered inquiries as to wnicther Weisberg was subject 

to surveillance or other intrusions into his life by the 

FBI. The revly, copy attached, was based on review of 

the Weisberg. file and references in indices to hin, and 

advised generally that FBI records contained no intorma- 

tion to substantiate this. . m
w
e
m
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During this conference Mr. Weiskerg specifically 

asked if "Director Hoover's confidential files” were searched 

and the reply was that as far as is known, the appropriate 

files that would reflect the type of requested information, 

if it existed, were chccked and no information to substantiate 

the alleyations was found. Mr. Lesar asked if any contact 

was made with the son of Hale Boggs to verify this, and he 

was answered that we did not. 

The "OC" file was not checked initially, but on 

3/14 it was determincd there is no reference to Weisberg 

‘contained therein. . 

Results of this discussion, insofar as the pending - 

civil litigation is concerned was furnished to Mr. Jeffrey 

- Axelrad of. the Civil Division of the Department on 3/14 and 

to Assistant.United Stetes Attorney Michael Ryany “ho is 

handling the case. Mr. Axelred was advised we still kad 

not received a copy of this complaint, and he stated he 

would insure we would receive it promptly. 

RCCOMMEN DATION: 
——_ ——— 

The requested Gocuments be prrocesscea by Labo1ratory 

Division and coordinated with FOIA Unit for determina*ion of 

charces and release. ° a 
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Federal Bureau of Investigation © ela: Reed Te 
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prom : #@ ATTORNEY GENERAL . qe Pry _? 

  

  

   

  

  

    
      

Z. 

Mr. Tols fo P 

SUBJECT: James Earl Ray, Subject; ‘ a rie chy | 
Martin Luther King, Jr., Victim. (Gauc. Bishop¥__ 
Conspiracy Mee rT 
CIVIL RIGHTS | vr. Co a 

Mr. Feil 
ae. Gal on 

. (ys Mr, py 

fo In connection with your investigation of this matter, _ 
‘\ please continue to follow all leads to develop the facts Mr, Trotter 

with respect to the possible federal violation on an 

| expedited basis. 

i Please report by telephone immediately all informa- 
| tion you obtain pertinent to this investigation to Stephen J. 

; Pollak, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, ys 

j and confirm such information as soon as possible by writtenl// ; 

; . emorandum or by copies of teletypes or other communicatio 

| ° Ce receive. Please send copies to me, the Deputy Attorney 

. eneral and Assistant Attorney General Vinson... 
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4\ ~ANL! "~~ -pegat;—Bomm,,,,. [ASSASSINATION OF Say 

‘oe [9 sac ___________ PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD 3 os 
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oye RE, _Bureau routing slip 
occ ss‘ 7B 7EF ve IO 
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C Clerk ££ Rotor #t: 

ACTION DESIRED 

  

       
  

(_] Acknowledge ([] Open Case 
(Assign Reassign (J Prepore lead cords 
(] Bring file (_} Prepore tickler 
(_) Call me [] Return assignment cord 
(_) Correct (_] Reten file 
(() Deodline ___+_-—s (7 Search and retum 5 

s [() Deodline possed © J See me . Z 7s 
" . [_] Delinquent (Serial # Z 

s+ [2 Discontiage () Post [jRecharge (_)Retem 
"(7 ) Expedite eS (C) Send to 

(_) File . (1) Submit new charge ovt 

(—) For information (_) Submit report by _ 

()Hendle (Type 
(J laitial & retum 

. (Leeds need attention 

= > [) Retum with explanation or actation as to ection token. 
~ * o- 2 te xg 

. Attached for Bureau and Bonn is a 

copy of "Truth Letter" received from Special 

Branch, New Scotland Yard. For Andorma tion. 
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Again, Long added this was a massive investigation without restrictions. 

    

  

fugitive and recommended a search of appropriate files. Since the 
thumb print taken trom an Atlanta map found at Galt's vacated room i 
in Atlanta had a unique "ulner loop" and was a very clear print, 
this was used in the search of the fugitive files. The first. 100 

jackets of the file contained Ray's identity, and the other finger- 

prints obtained during the investigation matched the Ray file. 

Regarding the directives from Headquarters, Long advised that 
they were standard procedure in a major case. He stressed that 

because of the importance of the case shorter deadlines were enforced. 

  
Long believes this was a complete, highly responsible and successful 

investigation by the FBI. Until Ray was apprehended, there was 2k 
hour supervision at FBI Headquarters. 

Long stated that he was not really aware of the investigation 

by the Domestic Intelligence Division on Dr. King. He could not 
recall any contact with Division 5 and did not know that there were 

two agents from the Domestic Intelligence Division reading incoming 

teletypes. Although it is a possibility that this was being done if 
it was done it was without his knowledge. 

Long stressed that the FBI was very concerned with Ray's source 
of funds, and beliteves that Ray committed some type or crime to 

finance himself. Long believes that Ray was a strong racist and 

used the example of Ray not attending a softball game at the Missouri 

state Penitentiary if blacks were even in attendance. Long explained 
that the Ray family was interviewed numerous times, but stated the 

Bureau was uncertain as to the veracity of any family members. 
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1 - Mr. Gebhardt 

: J. S. Peelm 1 - Mr. Peelman 

4D - 1 - Mr. McDonough 
oo 1 - Mr. Moore 

MURKIN | | 
eer Loge! Copa, 

  

BACKGROUND: This is the case involving the murder of 

Martin Luther King in Memphis, Tennessee, in 

April, 1968. James Earl Ray had pleaded guilty in State 

Court, Tennessee, and is presently serving a 99-year 

sentence. L o 

t Ray had appealed his conviction on grounds 

he was not properly represented or counseled by his attorney 

at the time he entered his guilty plea in 1969. However, 

in February, 1975, a Writ of Habeas Corpus was denied Ray 

in U. S. District Court, Western District of Tennessee. 

   
      

On June 21, 1975, the Wire Services carried 

information revealed by Atlanta, Georgia, Public Safet Y 

Commissioner Reginald Eaves, to the effect that Eaves 

was in possession of "... strong information on the 

conspiracy" in the death of Martin Luther King. Eaves 

indicated that he had received this information from a 

second party, which information “warrants our serious 

consideration." A copy of this information was furnished by 

Eaves to our Atlanta Office. - 

A review of this information by the Atlanta Division 

revealed that the source, Robert Byron Watson, previously had 

been interviewed by Special Agents of the Atlanta Division on 

4/7/71. At that time, Watson admitted that his information 

pertaining to the murder of Martin Luther King was completely 

fabricated. Subsequent invegtigation also failed to substantiate 

any of the information as revezjed by Watson. The results of 

that interview and of the subs ent investigation were 

furnished to the Civil Rights Division, U. S. Departmen 

Justice, in April, 1971. - ~ # a. , Pp e REC-5 Le if SY fies _ 

- fhe information furnished by Mr. Eaves to 
the Atlanta Office is identical to that previously. 

furnished to the Atlanta Office in 1971. 
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Peelman to Gebhardt’ memorandum 
RE: MURKIN 

ACTION: If approved, to preclude any further misguided 
releases on the part of Mr. Eaves, he will be advised of the 
previous receipt and resolution of the information from 
Watson. Attached is an airtel along these lines. 

The Civil Rights Division is being furnished a 
copy of the information received from Mr. Eaves and its 
attention will be directed to the results of the previous 
investigation conducted thereon. 
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July 20, 1975 
_— GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION 

* T1423 is the case jg ‘olving the murder of ~~ 
Martin Luther King, ¢, by James Earl Ray in Men, is, 
Tennessee, in April, 1968. 

Attached Atlanta teletype advised that Public 
Safety Commissioner Reginald Eaves has been quoted 
in Atlanta daily newspaper as stating that FBI{has 
failed to cooperate with Atlanta Police Department 
in their recent investigation of this killing. 

(Recent investigation by Atlanta Police Department 
is based on information received by Eaves recently 

ive pertaining to an individual, Robert Byron Watson, pre. 
who has furnished statements pertaining to his knowledge # 

{ of a conspiracy. Watson had furnished this same iad 
information to Secret Service and to FBI in 1971, 
and at that time, during FBI interview, admitted 

ane oo information was fabricated. Statement of Watson 
a, ‘ and results of interview were furnished to Department 

in 1971 and again in 1975 when received by Atlanta < 
FBI from Eaves. Eaves has been advised of this informa- 7": 
tion pertaining to Watson.) 

Representatives of Atlanta Police Department visited 
Atlanta FBI on 7/18/75, and requested to review FBI 
file pertaining to Murkin investigation with specific 
interest in investigation surrounding Mustang vehicle | 
driven by James Earl Ray and abandoned in Atlanta 
after shooting of King, and in information pertaining 
to Robert Byron Watson. 

Atlanta Police Department representatives were 
advised of background information pertaining to Watson 
and told that in the event they desired any information 
pertaining to FBI investigation, they should contact 
Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice. 

Civil Rights Division has been advised. 

1 - Mr. Moore 
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vs 3 — ._- 8/13/75 

ie ‘ a - ‘ , . 

fos To: SAC, Atlanta (44-2386) .-- 8 

mo - “ok = Mr. La 
From: Director, FBI (44-38861) . + * = 
ae 

(7 MURKIN \ 
ee : , 

ReATairtel 8/1/75. 

On 8/13/75, the Civil Rights Division advised 
that by letter to the Attorney General, dated July 30, 
1975, A. Reginald Eaves, Public Safety Commissioner, 
Atlanta, volunteered to furnish a copy of the recent 
investigation by the Atlanta Bureau of Public Services 
to the Department. 

_ Accordingly, Atlanta should obtain a copy of this 

report which will be disseminated to the Civil Rights 

Division. 

JCL:bap (4) 

NOTE: Departmental Attorney Steven Horn, Civil egies 

Division, telephonimlly requested that copy of report 0 

be obtained as noted above. —* afif - “LORS Sf 77 
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July 30, 1975 
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The Honorable Edward H. Levi 

The Attorney General 

_— United States Department of Justice 

Washington, D. C. 29515 

a wT 

g
e
 

Dear Sir: 

A recent investigation by the Atlanta Bureau of Police i 

Services into the circumstances surrounding the death ‘ 

of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. leads me to strongly / 

recommend further investigative efforts by the Depart- ess 

' ment nt Justice. 

7 It is my opinion that this is nota matter to ‘be taken 

, casually. I, therefore, reque AMEGiat you give this 

matter your sérious consideration and reply to ee 

   

communique as soon as possible. ff ’ 597 s 
f= / : @ 

/ io 
. The results of the Bureau's investigatiqn will, SF course, sues 7) ¢ 

9 se 
: be placed at your dis al upon request. . é 
: pe y Pass) REOE eN 14 AUG 6 1975” 1 z 
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Memorandum 
eRe 
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___ JERRY O'LEARY AND 
A EE as 

UBJECT: “wis READER'S DIGEST" (Tee [ 4 - 

MARTIN LUTHER KING INVESTIGATION {| © N 
x {iy U, : hey 

Jerry 0.21) AS a 
with "The Evening Star, has advised that he has been | 

conicted by "The Reader's Digest" on the possibility of writing a 

story regarding the Martin Luther King case for the July, 1968, 

issue of "The Reader's Digest. O'Leary has been the author of 

two outstanding articles on the Director. , 

O'Leary said that the officials of "The Reader's Digest" 

still remember very vividly that it was an article in the November, 

1560, issue of their magazine which led to the apprenension of J oseph 

Corbett, Jr. --the kidnap-murderer of Adolph Coors I. We, of 

‘course, cooperated with "rhe Reader's Digest" in the preparation of that 

articie; and "The Reader's Digest" has told O'Leary that they are hopeful 

a similarly effective article concerning the fugitive in the King case can 

_} be published. 

According to O'Leary, "The Reader's Digest" feels that 

the search for James Earl Ray contains many of the same elements as 

did the search for Joseph Corbett, Jr. --in that both cases involve a 

"loner" who used fictitious names and backgrounds to conceal true identity. 

With a multimillion circulation in the United States, Canada, Mexico and 

other countries, "The Reader's Digest” feels it may be able to stage a 

repeat of the success which. followed its 1960 article on the Coors case. 
  

If James Ray is still at large when the July, 1968, issue 

of Lhe Reader's Digest" gocs to press, the magazine would, like to publish 

an article setting forth pricf facts of the King casc and extensive data 

regarding Ray's background and character which might prove helpful in 

turning him up. If Ray is apprehended prior to rnid-June, 1968, when the 

ly issue of "Tne Reader's Digest" is printed, the magazine would, of 

“ I i ticle. el - Ce, 

course, change its approach to the article. wy _ Fe ZX} f \y.. oe 
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Jones to Bishop memo 
Re: Jerry O'Leary and "The Reader's Digest" 

RECOMMENDATION: | *. 
  

That we cooperate with Jerry O'Leary and "The Reader's _ 
Digest" on this article to the extent of making available previously 
published information regarding the King investigation and factual 

o information regarding James Earl Ray's character and background. In 
view of the many unfactual and speculating-type articles which have been 

. published regarding this case by others, it is felt that such guidance is 
necessary in order to assure that "The Reader’ s Digest" article will be 
accurate and, thereby, of maximum benefit. 
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af. 
At 9:10 a.m. this morning, JerryO'Leary from the t fy 

Washington Evening Star telephonically advised mé.that the Evening ..,, 
Star, in its issue of May_9, 1968, will carry a storyonpagel . ws 
concerning James Earl Ray, the subject of the above-captioned -case. 
The story will include a photograph of Ray. He advised that the story 
will reflect that the FBI has been maintaining tight secrecy in the 
case and that the only information released by the FBI has been - 
limited te 3 press releases and the release of a number of photographs 
of Ray. The story will then continue by reciting additional information, 

|
r
:
 

over and above that in the press releases, which connects Ray to a 
the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King. O'Leary advised that he oe has gathered this additional information from an assiduous study of =, 
newspaper and other news media accounts from all over the country. 

: aa s _ @B@. . As the Director is aware, we have furnished no 
information to O'Leary concerning this case other than that contained 
in our press releases, 
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ARTICLE BY JERRY O'LEARY Ay A: 
FOR "THE REAL ER'S DIGEST" Ia. “ ie » j 

Vasa Ap ye A he / ~ Sy as 

By m miueandiar date May $1, 1968, I advised you of 0 E 
/ the desire of Jerry/O'Leary (very reliable contact at "The Evening . . 

Star") and 'The Reader's Digest" to publish an article regarding the 1 
investigation to identify and apprehend James Earl Ray. My memorandum ae 
noted that a similar article concerning Joseph Corbett, Jr. (the kidnap-killer XN 
of Adolph Coors III) which appeared in "The Reader's Digest" in the Fall . 
of 1960 produced leads which resulted in the apprehension of Corbett in 

Canada, I also noted that in view of his strong background in the Ray. 
investigation, O'Leary could write an article on his own concerning Ray-- 
and that if such an article is to be published, it would greatly be to our 
advantage to have the benefit of reading it and offering any changes we feel 
necessary, prior to publication. 

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS 

ee 
Bi
po
t 

- 

y O'Leary completed his fugitive-type article regarding 
neo James Earl Ray last week in time for it to be scheduled for publication in 

= .§ the August, 1968, issue of ''The Reader's Digest." Immediately after he 
submitted the manuscript to the Bureau for review and any changes we f 
desired made, Ray was apprehended in London. 

Since the Ray article had already been scheduled for the / 
August, 1968, issue, "The Reader's Digest" asked O'Leary to revise it 
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"ay so 2s to reflect Ray's apprehension in order that it could still app«.:r in the 
August issue of the magazine. And in this connection, "The Reader's. Digest" 
immediately contacted its representatives in Canada and England to have 
them obtain details in those countries of the facts underlying the international 

ya? aspects of the case. . A 
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2 QW on the attached manuscript in the interest of accuracy or to circumvent 

rs - ee ee ee et ee re | rn me ee re 8 erm 

M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo 
RE: MURKIN 

Attached is the manuscript of O'Leary's revised 
article. It.consists primarily of material which previously has 

been published, together with information furnished by the Canadian 

and British representatives of "The Reader's Digest." The article 
is not attributed to the FBI. 

O'Leary has advised that ''The Reader's Digest” 

assembled copies of all articles written about the case in New York, 

Washington and the cities (such as Los Angeles, Atlanta, Birmingham, 

Memphis, and St. Louis) where important developments occurred. Toa 

add action and interest, the article uses the technique of quoting 

conversations which might have, but did not actually occur. 

° The article has been reviewed by the Legal Department 

of "The Reader's Digest" with a view to deleting material which might 

be construed as prejudicial to Ray's trial. Such deletions by the 

“Ss magazine's Legal Department have been noted on the attached manuscript. 

In addition, several other changes have been incorporated 

  

s ne matters which might be construed as over+dramatization. 

ve WS? 

ee a The article reflects very high credit upon the FBI for 

cane the determined and meticulous investigation which resuited in the 

an e identification of Ray and his apprehension in London. 

2.87% . 

<x RECOMMENDATION: 8a 
2 3 < That the attached revised manuscript of O'Leary's article 

4s be returned to the Crime Records Division so that it can be turned over 

8% —> to the Washington Office of The Reader's Digest" which has scheduled 

oo the article for its August, 1968, issue. As previously noted, the 

= article was prepared by O'Leary on the basis of his reading, interviewing 

‘ae d “reportorial digging" in many locations; and it has been reviewed 

and approved by the Legal Department of the magazine. The article is 

a not attributed to the FBI. > Cove Reme ch: ceo OF” 7 
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FBI Says It Had an Opportunity 

To Edit Article on Hunt for Ray 
4 is 3 : 

Daitea press Soortdieaat 

The FBI says it was given an oppor- 

tunity to edit and approve an article 

on the search {fcr and capture of 

James Earl Ray before it was pub- 

lished by Reader's Digest. 

A memo In the FBI files on the as- 

sassination cf the kev. Martin Luther 

King Jr. said the article was submit- 

ted to the bureau for editing by the 

author, Jeremiah O’Leary. 

O’Leary was deScribed as “a very 

reliable contact at the (Washington) 

Evening Star.” 

The memo said that befcre publica- 

tion, the FBI believed that ‘dt would 

be greatly to our advantage to have 

the benefit uf reading it and offering 
any changes we fee] necessary.” 

“Immediately after he (O'Leary) 

submitted the manuscript to the bu-— 

reau for review and any changes we 

desired made, Ray was apprehended 

jn London,” the memo said. 

The memo did not make clear 

whether the FBI actually edited the 

material, but it concluded with a rec- 

ommendation that “the attached re- 

vised manuzciipt of O’Leary’s article 

be returned to the crime records divi- 

sion so that it carn be turned over to 

the Washington office of the Reader’s 

Digest... .” : 

  TA Aa? RISE 
ot ate SEG TE A 

The reference to revisions may have 

indicated changes made by the maga 

zine. 

The article was revised hy O’Leary 
to add material on Ray’s arrest. 

The article was published in the Au- 

gust, 1968, issue of Reader’s Digest as 

an account of the FBI role in “the 

greatest manhunt in law enforcement 

history.” 

O’Leary told United Press Interna- 

tional he could not recall having made 

an arrangement that the FBI have 
pre-publication editing priviledges, 
“but, 1 don’t deny it.” 

“I probably would have agreed to 

submit it to them if I had had to,” he 

said. “I would not have objected. They 
gave me most of the information.” 

He said the magazine might have 

submitted the manuscript to the FBI. 

Asked if he saw anything improper 

about making such an editing arrange- 
ment with the FBl, O’Leary said, “No. 
and I don’t now. i’d prefer not to, but 
J don’t See anything evil in it.” 

He said writers sometimes “get » 

painted into that kind of a corner” , 

where sources of information demand 

pre-publication privileges in exchange f 
for the information. 
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November 7, 1968 . By ee = a be 

ae 4 bs 3 
' Pa 

ae, 

‘, 
’ ee Public Information Ofticer e Prt Ea 

Department of Justice vk ow ew 
x. Se Federal Bureau of ae . e 

Investigation ; eee be, 
Constitution Avenue & 10 @ ; a te a a 
Strect, Northwest a Ot ° & 

Washington, D. @Q. S, ‘ i? 
\ ry, ° ~ as 

Dear Sir: 7 OS a 
bet. a : 

f a} . We Advance tcarsheéts are enclosed ol! {” yeh he 
Part II. "The-Story of James Earl ( "3 

; _ Ray and the Plot to Kill Martin j° 5 Lae ne 
ay ee Luther King." This will appear “ Coenen TY 

: in Look's November 26 issue -- out ( fe! 
Tuesday, November 12. an, 

} 

Sincerely, 

aN aaa / 5 56 7 LR/ct gh Leb. 1 / 

“4. Eng. eet ks yee 
*s ey" ‘ Or, 

: 
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SUBJECT: 

‘UNITED STATES COPRNMENT . C | C&A 95-19 at 
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SAC, MEMPHIS (157-1067) DATE: 6/6/68 
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BLACK ORGANIZING PROJECT (BOP) , 
aka, 

RM 

On 5/23/68, Lt. E. H. ARKIN, Intelligence Bureau, 
Memphis enn., PD, advised he had just talked to his infor- 
mant, who has furnished reliable information in the past. 

has gotten in with the Invaders and the BOP, the parent 
group of the Invaders, and is spending considerable time 
with the key leaders thereof, including JOIN BURRELL SMITH, 
CHARLES L. CABBAGE, and OREE NMC KENZIE. reported that 
at 12:45 p.m., 5/22/68, he met CHARLES L. BBAGE at the 
apartment of JOHN BURRELL SMITH, 1644 Hanauer, Apt. 2, 
and they went to the vicinity of Fourth and Beale Street 
where CABBAGE met a male Negro, 24 years of age, about 6' 
t211, 185 pounds, known as DON (apparently DON NEELY). 
DON was looking for marijuana and DON and CABBAGE went 
south on Fourth Street from Berle to the first cafe on the . 
east side of Fourth Street and later came back to Qi 
cfr and CABBAGE was smoking 8 marijuana cigarette. 

At about 1:30 p.m., they returned to the apart- 
ment of JOHN B. SMITH where CABBAGE told CHARLES HARRINGTON, 
a member of BOP and a student at Owen Junior College, to 
take the 1966 blue Mustang owned by ANN GOLAR, his girl friend, 
back to the apartment where she was staying as she was pre- 
paring to return to her home in Atlanta, Georgia. Wg did 
not know the apartment number. At the apartment, in addition 
to HNARRINGTON, were OREE MC KENZIE, the organizer for Invaders, 
and BOP member VERDELL BROOKS, Owen College student, and four 
or five other unknown male Nerroes, Shortly thereafter CABBAGE, 
DON NEELY, and G@iert in QRQE automobile to go to Memphis 
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4.2 
soccupied by DON NEELY's older Sister, which is near College es 
‘and McLemore, Possibly 929 East McLemore, locted just east of College Street, on the north Side of McLemore,       DON NEELY stated he wanted to EO by there and get some Robitussin, & cough medicine with a high alcohol Q oO 3 eo
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Thereafter, they went to LeMoyne College and saw BOP member, 
JAMES PHILLIPS, PHILLIPS claimed he is trying to get a job through a Mrs, FRED DREIFUS, wife of owner of Dreifus Jewelry 
Company, &@s she is Sponsoring a summer camp program for delinquent and indigent children,   

They then went to the Minimum Salary Office of J 
AME Church, 276 Hernando, Memphis, to look for JESSE EPPS,” organizer of American Federation of State, County, dna“ Municipal Employees, which is currently attempting to Organize hospital workers and other blue collar workers in the city of Memphis, They were unable to locate hin. CABBAGE went to the office of Tennessee Council on Human Relations/ also located in the Minimum Salary Office, in an effort to borrow $20 from its executive secretary, BAxTON. - BRYANT, \Sut was unable to find BRYANT, At the Minimum Salary Office, a male Negro driving a 1967 Oldsmobile Toronado, light brown with black vinyl top, stopped and gave DON NEELY a pint bottle ot Robitussin AC, which had about one inch of some liquid in it. This car bore a 

Robitussin from the Medica] Center, ostensibly in the vicinity of John Gaston Hospital, for $15 a pint. They dreve east on Vance toward Memphis State and Stopped at Owen College and Picked up DON NEELY's Sister, a female Negro, age 28 — 30, light complexion, medium length hair, about 5/3" tall, and took her to Third and Monroe where they let her out to pay some hills. Thereafter, they drove to Memphis State University -— DON NEPLY, CABBAGE, and Qrriving there about 3:30 P.m. where the icked up HE N LEE PREWITT (who according to Limite AS recently Ros 
8S 5/22/68, was living at 363 Dr ver, Ap Hn. He is a 4 » pecans 

  

   

    

  

Student at Memphis State University, has long afro hair style, 
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jwears steel rimmed glasses, has a small moustache and goatee, Pe ‘and is @ black power advocate). ‘ If 
   

    

    

  

(On 4/18/68 , Gee of BOP told SA's HOWELL &. LU\h anad'™ AM HT. LAWRENCE that HERNAN LEE PREWITT was with BALLARD, JOHN B. SMITH, CHARLES HARRINGTON, @nd EDWINA HARRELL at the Lorraine Motel on ir 4/4/68 just prior to the murde r of MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.) | 
' 

| 

     
‘Also at Memphis State they picked up a male Negro, RICHARD (LNU), about 5'°8", 150 pounds, with an afro hair cut. He was clean shaven and had four upper, front teeth missing. All five of these individuals went to the Burger Chef Restaurant | on South Highland and there met anothcr Memphis State student | and member of BOP, EDWINA JEANETTA HARRELL. At this location, » CABBAGE talked alone with EDINA and EDWINA gave RICHARD a bottle with a prescription label which was hadf full of some liquid. He drank it and got extremely "high", 5 

} Thereafter, they all drove tio the vicinity of | Berclair and Summer, to the Berclair Drugstore, where EDWINA apparently had originally had the prescription filled | on 9/22/68. They all were worried as to whether or not the druggist would re-fill the prescription so soon and CABBAGE b went into the store and got the prescription bottle refilled, . being accompanied by EDWINA. wa. unable to learn what {i the prescription consisted o ul thereafter the group went P to Chelsea and Thomas looking for a male Negro who could get them some Robitussin. 

} 
They parked ther car at the rear of the Harlem House on Chelsea and someone spotted the unknown Negro or s unknown subject's car whereupon HERMAW and RICHARD got out = of the car and went to see the unknown subject. CABBAGE, a NEELY, EDWINA waited while the unknown subject allegedly drove off to the Memphis Medical Center in an effort to get some Robitussin and came back saying they were unable to get it as the druggist there told them he was out but would have some more on 5/23/68. 

  

Thereafter, they went to Little Bob's Cafe, : i 2002 Chelsea, and the unknown subject, male Negro, took Lanes them to Chelsea where they turned south on Warford and went ee \ a, . 
, 4 ’ 
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ME 157-1067 

‘into the first duplex south of Chelsea on the east side 

of Warford in an effort to ge{ some Robitussin but no 

one was at home. Theread ter MM oro nped DON NEELY, 
HERMAN PREWITT, and RICHARD (lait) off in the downtown 

Memphis area and took CABBAGE back to the apartment of 

JOHN B. SMITH. 

     

    KIN pointed out that this office, through 

Meck has heen repeatedly told of the 

UL group getting "high” on Robitussin and apparently 

using it as @ crutch. He pointedout that preliminary 

checks have revealed that if one does not sign his correct 

name in obtaining Robitussin he can technically be 

prosecuted by the Bureau of Narcotics and the PD is 

going to start checking up on the purchase by some of 

these individuals of alleged prescription drugs, 8s well 

Qs Robitussin, in an effort to make a prosecutable case ~ 
apainst some of them. 
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  Transmit the following in     Me Taved ... —- 

fj ite. Tratte ~~. I 

Tela Terns —-- 3 
AIRTEL AM 

(Priocity)       
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (44-38861) 

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (44-1987) P ay ‘| 

" MURKIN 

er J jlr, J x 
helby County, Memphis, 

Tennessee, advised on 11-19-68 he was in receipt of information 

that might be of interest to the FBI. This information is as 

fuliows: 

j' . JAMES EARL RAY has advised WILLIAM BRADFORD HUTE 

{! | that he thought because :.of recent developments there might ve 

a different approach -to his trial, but that the final decision 

| would be left up to PERCY FOREMAN, ,the new attorney. RAY also 

requested that any payments that might be due him for attorneys 

fees not be sent to anyone, including RAY’s brother JERRY, RAY 

also reportedly told Mr. HUIb that he had read an article 

indicating that HANES is supposedly negotiating with "Life" 

magazine to sell the defense file which he was going to present] , 

at RAY’s trial. RAY said that if this were so it would affect f 

to a considerable degree the story being written by Mr. HUIE. 3 

RAY suggested to HUIE tnat in the event he wanted to correspond - 

with RAY again he should do so through Mr. FOREBAN, 

The foregoing intormation is furnished for the 

Bureau's information. Any other information received will also 

      
  

be furnished the Bureau. . . _ 86 
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GENERAL INVESTIGATI 

iy LyVvo 

DIVISION 

This is the case ihvelviag the 
murder of Martin Luther King, Jr. 

The attached relates to informa- 
tion orall 

Office by Gea 
Memphis, Tennessee, 

Ashi 

      

William Bradford Huie has written 
two articles for “Look” magazine con- 

  

She Shari Gf -h Shelby Camry 

  

cerning Ray and Huie has allegedly been — 
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commissioned by Ray to write Ray's lille E 
: story. He 

The attached implies that if the 2 
information from Hanes' (former attorney Re 

for Ray) defense file is published in... .-.-~-—-———— —-- & 
io “= "Life" magazine, it may differ from ae oe, py 

4, the articles as written by Huie which eo : es 

appeared in the last two issues of ~ # 

you will be kept advised of per- 2 

tinent developments. 23 | c : . or x SFC. P 
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’ ATIOANLY AT LAW 
$239 FOUNTH LINICT, 6. Ww. 

pAb. 
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WASHITICION, D. C. 20026 . " 4 

— * EXMIA/T 27 : 

Varerwoue (202) 464-6023 
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‘ January 29, 1975 vi 

Mr. Laurence Silbernen 
° oe tess 

Acting Attorncy General ; os 

U.S. Department of Justice . *. . 7 

lashington, D. Cc. 20530 : ° 
: 

‘ 3 ~ 2 

Dear Mr. Silberman: 
aes vo 

As you know from my January 15th letter, which you have no 
° a 

? 

yet answered, I xepresent Mr. Harold Weisberg. : 

a
 

Beginning in 1969, when he wrote then-Attorney General. John , 

Mitchell, Mr. Weisbexg has several times inquired whether there 

has been surveillance on him or other intrusions into his life by 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Mr. Weisberg specifically 

stated that reports had heen made to him that the FBI was defaming - 

him. Mr. Mitchell never Genicd this. Mr. Hoover never responded. 

Tae Washington Yost recently stated that the FBI had conducted 

surveillance on some Warren Commission critics. The Post also 

‘stated that the FBI had given some of its information ana jraterials 

on Warren Commission critics to former Congressmen Hale Bogys. 

Mr. Weisberg is perhaps the best known Warren Comnission 

critic. On his behalf, I request that you disclose whether the 

FBI's surveillance of Warren Comission critics incluced him. TI 

—~ also ask that you specifically state whether cr not. the FBI provided 

Congressman Bogys or any other pexson with materials or information 

on or about .Mr. Weisberg. * #» « = © 

, ‘Because there may be some overlap here, I further request 

,thet you respond fully and completely to the specific inguiries 

/iwhich Mr. Weisberg directed for former Attorncy General John Mitchel 

1 wovld appreciate your prompt reply to these requests. 

° 

Sincercly yours, 

° . pte “mN: (fo tt] 
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PRZEDOM OP INPORYATION ACT (FOIA) * 4 

REQUEST OF FAROLD/SEISBERKG POR } 
MIRKIN MATERIAL ata es 
POIPA MATTER ys! = 

f 
* 

Enclose4s for aah reciplant office is a Copy A : 

£4 

E
R
T
 
R
E
 

of the following Gocure nts: Janeg FW. Lesar'’s te tber 

Gated Pecmeber 19, 1977; with attached privacy waiver Oo 

reourtst letter cated December 23, 1975;°and Mr. Yarold : 

Welislerg'a FOIA request letter cat ted April 15, 1975 

* 

S
e
e
?
 

For your information, Janes BF. Lesar is the 

attorney representing Hr. eteners {n the two POITA 

perspests referred to abov The subject of both these’ 

requests fa the Kurkin cane. Pursuant to maese Yecosaets; 

the Bureau has processed Murkin and related files at 

Baacguarters ang in eight field off {ces, culminating in 

the release of approxisately 4,900 paces of watertlal co 

Mr. Welsberg. : _ 

oe
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This is to acvise the recipilant offices of the ( 

Bureav response to Mr. Lesar’s letter Gated December 19, L977... 

Mr. Lesar requested information from PBI Teadgquartercs, Le 

fielg offices, and one legat concerning Pr. Lernare 

Yenstervald and his relation to the Murk{n case. The | 

POIPA Branch will handle thia rewouest as it pertains to 

material at YBIHQ, however, Mr. Lasar has been acyime® that 

he should contact the individual field offices set forth ) 

dn his letter for a direct response Irom those offices on 

tse material 4n their cosaessfon., Each ofiice £9 peiag 

provided the enclosed Gocurents in anticipation of 

Tp: 
SE C- 34/ Db 

Alexandria (Enc} 3) Los Angeles {En a 

- Atlanta (Ene 3) Mlari (Ene 3 es 

- Balttrmore (Enc Tas « Milwaokee (F 

- Birmalingham (Enc) > BRashville ¢£ 

Boston (Fne 3) New Orleans NG . 

- Chicago (Ene 3) Pittsbura «Ene 4 ee 

= Dallas (Enc 3) ) 

- Bouston (Enc 3) | 

Portland 

= Kansas City (Ene 
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Letter to Memphis _- . . 

Re: FOIA Request of Barold welsbarg Zor Murkin material . 
- . : ne 

- ~ a . . ns - 2 . 

- Mr. Lesar’s request. Tt {a noted that Hr. Tensterwalg'sa of 

privacy waiver ia restricted to that {nformation which only . 

° falls within the purview of the subject watter of 

Mr. weisberg's Murkin request letters datec Apr4l 15, 4975 

and Decender 23, 1975. {- <2! ; 
7" 
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Should this rewvest be received by any of the 
* 

recipient offices, any questions regarding handifing of 

this request may be directed to Ralph Harp, FOIPA Branch, ---- 

  
_ FRIEQ, extension 5566. Bu ty . oe 

. a 
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ee . 4 

: s ° ° hy oe 

Bee. 7 - 
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yt NOTE: Mr. Lesar has submitted a privacy Wwa-yer invoxed oe 

“fo by Mr. Bernard Fensterwald@-allowing Mr. Weisberg access — 

= 6 to information concerning Mr. Fensterwald which relates “as 

-_—™ to the Murkin case only. As thisireduest was alao . -—— 

s = . 
. . 2 ~ a 

en. ad@ressed to 18 field offices and 1 legat, Mr. Lesar has_ 7 

“LC been advised to contact these offices directly.” This = 

ae letter is to inform recipient offices of the mossibla as 

oe. receipt of this reqgvest, and to provide them besic informatiaz..! 

tae necessary to the proper handling of this request if it to 

tS should be received. i ae . . pet 
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SAC, Knoxville , 
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Director, FBI . 

PReERDaX cP LTEPOPR ATION ACT ‘(POTA) 

RYOVEST OF HURWTWEISELRS FOR 
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WUPRYLIN MATPRIAL 

POITA SATTEER 
_ } 

if . . 
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~ Enclose? {2 a copy oF 2 January 22, 1975 wetter 

from the Buroan to SAC, Marpais. This Lether yee cust 

to all offices for whitch Fr. teaar indicated Bis ancerese 

fn recaré to the captionces Bidject. 

ro. 

As your office 13 nov tn racelpt of the referenced 

tris inforrstion is being Warn leved 

hr responding directly to Yr. Lesar. 
request, 
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TC: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: S2c, KNOXVILLE (190-2). . ei 

¥ . , . . , 
. . . } 4 

PREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUEST. Doo a 

OF TR. BLPNARDS FENSTULWALD, JR. a : , ‘ : 

Re Bureau letter to Knoxville 3/1/76 and Knoxville 9 ~ | ~ ae 

letter to Mr. JAMES LESAR 3/9/78 (cooy of which was furnished 4% 

to Bureau). 
n 4 

Enclosed for the Bureau is a ccepy of a letter and ‘ ; 

envelope dated 3/15/78 received from Mr, HARCLD WEISBERG by . 

the Knoxville FBI Office on 3/21/78. ‘ j 
; 

The Bureau should note that the above referenced ; 

letter furnished to Mr. LESAR wes done according to instructions 3 

set forth in referenced Bureau letter of 3/1/78. 
j 

' : The Knoxville Office is totally unaware of what | eo 

WEISBERG is getting at in his letter of complaint. Inasmucn i 

as the previous response to Mr. LESAR was pursuant fo Bureev j 

;instructions, the letter from Mr, WEISHERG is being furnished ‘ 

to the Bureau, and no response is being furnished to him by 5 

the Knoxville Office. 
| 4 
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Acting Director, FBI 

   

  

SHARD LEE BAST 
“DEX CORPORATION 

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE 

interception of communications charges. 

Accordingly, 

subjects, 

(T
hi
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SAC Letter 69-43, dated 8/13/69, 

the above restrictions are in effect. 

Philip J. Hirschkop, 
20001, and Bernard Fensterwald, Jr., 
Washington, D. C., 20006. 

Washington, D. C. 

2 - Al Offices   

The Department has advised that captioned subjects 
have been indicted in the District of Columbia on Federal 

the Department has instructed that 
procedures should be instituted to preclyde the monitoring of 

their attorneys, or any defense strategy conversations 
until such time as prosecution has been completed and the 
Department issues notice that the restrictions may be removed. 

. 

In complying with this’ request from the Department, 
all offices should be guided by the instructions set forth in 

and apply them to all electronic 
surveillances now in operation as well as those installed while 

The Department has identified subjects' 
503 D Street, Northwest, Washington, 

905 16th Street, Northwest, 

Bast resides in McLean, Virginia, and is employed by 
captioned corporation at 1404 New York Avenue’, 
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5/18/77 

‘ 1 - Mr. Mintz 

Tos ADIC, New York Attn: Mr. Mattnews 

From: Director, FBI 

FREEDOM OF INFORMAYTTION-PRIVACY ACTS (FOIPA) 
REQUESY OP HAROLD WEISBERG CONCFRNING THE 

ASSASSINATION OF MARTIN LUYVHER KING, JR. 

Enclosed for your Information is one copy of 

captioned FOIPA request. Your attention Is specifically 
directed to page 3, item 11 of this request, concerning 
electronic surveillance of Jam-s Earl Ray. 7 / 

  

    
Lec Nitaichi ate potchtaewArbel udu ei eee at 

Review the pertinent logs and/or transcciots 

of these sucveillances to ascectain whether they relate 

to James Earl Ray, a subject of the Martin Luthe a 1G 
Assassination investigation, Coples of the lees and/or if 

wee, Eranseciots identiflable with Ray should be Fomus fGen 
to FBIHQ, Attentlon: FOIPA Branch, for processing, A 

    
  

  

Ss Gi 

= tionally, you are requested to search all pertinent indices 

2 Bito determine whether your files contain any additional : 
- logs and/or transccipts pertaining to the electron = 

; > ! 
s urveillance of James Earl Ray. ¢/ Ai 

< | 1k 
= : All documents which are classifiable must be 4 Sy 

* properly classified prior to cauaizeion to FPSIlHO, each —— ww 

~——~—Searing appropriate classification markings on a paragraph i 

by paragraph basis. >» / En oS 
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Airtel to ADIC, New York 

‘RB? FREEDOM OL LnEORMAATION- PRIVACY ACTS (POIPA) 

REQUEST OF HAROLY WSISKERS CONCSELANING THE 

SSASSINATION OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. Ze
 

For your assistance, the following desceristive 

data on James Farl Ray is set forth: white male; DOB: 

March 10, 1928; PUB: Alton or Quincy, Illinoiss 

FBI #405-942-G. You should note that James Earl Ray wa 

arrested June 8, 1968, and has been {ncearcerated from 

that date to the present time.y/ 

uw
 

Enclosure 

NOTE: Under item 11 on page 3 of his request, Harold 

Weisberg lists the names of 23 persons regarding whom 

he requests any record of or reflecting any sucveillance 

of these persons in connection with the Muckin investi- 

gation. Of these persons, only pertinent information 

pertaining to four of these individuals will be processed. 

They are Weisberg himself, James Earl Ray, who has submitted 

a privacy waiver, James Lesar, who is attorney for both 

Weisberg and Ray and Judge Preston Battle, who is deceased. 

A search of FBIHQ ELSUR indices aGisclosed records which 

may be identical with James Earl Ray who is a subject 

of this request and further to search pertinent indices 

to determine if there are any additional surveillance 

records in that office which pectains to James Earl Ray. Z/ 
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' Teletype C7 Immediate (_} TOP SECKET ' 
Facsimile _ (_} Priority ([] SE CRET 
Airtel (J) Routine () CONFIDENTIAL 

i OEFTO 
C)] CLEAR ; 

} 

Date 6/3/77 

TQ: DIRECTOR, FBI 
(ATTN: FOIPA BRANCH) 

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (190-1 SUB D) JUNE 

SUBJECT FREEQOM OF INFORMATION - atacd AGERCTES 
PRIVACY ACTS (FOIPA) APPROS TS yEFICES ou REMEST OF KAROLO WEISBERG AND ET BL RETA? y ica ire! CONCERNING THE ASSASSINATION gut? (SL gi dat TT pe OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR see A 

: ReBuairtel to NY, 5/18/77, requesting New York 
to review Elsur indices re JANES EARL RAY. 

PEEP TTR GARE Ee EOE Relea hy SRR ey ues 7 Sa ah Peel 

Sey 

: : bers % 
eget a eet EBT OB a a a! ; ey Co Ash histede alan ba drach RAN agin a A eM a oat a ee edge ae Es we 

The YO has decided that these two pages should 
not be classified as the Bureau, in protecting the privacy 
of other individuals mentioned in these pages, can exerot a great deal of the information and thus make a FOIA (bo) 
(1) exemption unnecessary, Also, the NYO does not believe 
these pages are classifiable in accordance with existing   Attorney General Guidelines in foreind counter-intel licence | 
Investigations, 

NYO Elsur indices do not contain any acditional references to RAY. Oe 
sr Manag cess ay LOTT TT 

Qe . I 
(Dtureau ( Encls. Sy RM) 6 JUN § “77 “ 

(l- FOIPA Branch) 
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‘RANSMIT VIAZ oe) | PRECEDENCE: CLASSIFICATION: 

J Teletype -' “3 x () Immediate (2 TOP SECRET 

3 Facsimile /, “-* () Priority C] SECRET ; 
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to:/ |” DIRECTOR, Fel 
B (ATTN: JOHN HARTINGH, ROOM 6982) 
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FeOM: " SAC, BALTIMORE (190-1-78) 

rats’ 
5 

SUSBTECT: HAROLD WEISBERG 
WREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND 
PRIVACY ACTS - 

RE: Bureau telephone call from JOHN HARTINGH to 

Baltimore, 11/18/77.   |. Fnelosed for the Bureau are two copies each of serials 

in Baltimore file regarding photograpns furnished by EAROLD 

| WEISBERG and two copies of Dallas letter to Baltimore in response 

iv Baltimore tnouiry set forth in Baltimore airtel, 5/3/65. 

| 
\ 

Review of Baltimore 44 file concerning, MURKIN fails to 

reveal any other reference to WEISBERG. 

| 
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UNITED STATES GOVE 
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MENT 

Memorandum 
by, 

Assistant Director: 

jf 
TO 

Records Management Division 

FROM : Legal Couns FEDERAL GOVERNKERT 
(Weal 

HAROLD 'WEISB RG 

SUBJECT: v. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
—_—_—_——— oo" 

(U.S.D.C., D.C.) --- 

CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 75-1996 
  

PURPOSE: 

0° 

DATE: 8/9/77 
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Powic Ata OF 

Talephone Re 

Direc ’s Soc’p 

To advise of stipulation entered 
into between the Department of 

Justice and plaintiff in captioned litigation. 

DETAILS: Pursuant to consvuitation with Section 
Chief - Operations, Thomas Bresson, 

SAs Horace Beckwith and John Hartingh of the Records Management 

‘Division and SA Charles Mathews of the Legal Counsel Division, 

Departmental Attorney Lynne Zusman entered into a stipulation 
The stipulation, a 

copy of which is attached hereto, was filed with the Court on 
with plaintiff in captioned litigation. 

8/5/77. 

in the MURKIN investigation in exchance 
release by 10/1/77, 

The plaintiff has agreed to forego a Vaughn showing 

of these records processed for release pursuant to the FOIA 

for the proc 
of FBI records pertaining to the HU 

° 
Toes ngs 

Se 
ane i 

r+rue 
IN 

investigation and several other matters at the Memohis Piela 

Office. 
11/1/77, 
Field Offices. Plaintiff's 

Furthermore, the Bureau will provide for release by: | 

MURKIN and other Gocuments from seven other specifie 
agreement to forego a Vaughn 

showing includes not only those documents previously processe 

at FBIHQ, but also those documents to be released pursuant to 

the stipulation. 
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—F em SXKIBIT 32S | 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 1 - Mr. Decker 
: Attn: . Ke } 

Assistant Attorney Ceneral an ae he wines Be elngE 
Civil Pivision Decerber 14, 1977 
Attention: Me. Lynne KR. Zusman 1 - Mr. Mathews 

Aeststant Director - Lecal Counsel 
Feceral Bureau of Investication : ° 

MD ebwcd, // 
BPAROLD WEIS RG ow. 

Vili) STATLS DI PARTMENT OP JUSTICE 
{U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACEION Vb) i 75 = 1996 EL, WCrat 3 Fords 
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Reference 46 made to the corversation between “4 
Special Acent (SA) Charles Fethews III cf this Bureau's 
Level Counsel Livision and Departmental Attorney Lynne kK. 
Zusmnen, Chief of your Inforn.wation and Privacy Section, oa 
becenler 12, 1977. Pursuant to that convereation,-enclosed 

is one copy of a letter dated Keverier 28, 1977, ro: Janes 

Larl Ray to the Federal Bureau of Investivation (FsI), 

Washington, D.C., anc one copy of a docu ent entitled 
"Vadver,” Gxecuted by Jares Larl Ray on Noverber 16, 1976. 
Furtherrore, for your: 4nforiaation, there is enclosed a copy 
of a lettar Cate2 December 3, 1977, from Mr. Eerole Weisberg 

to fir. Allen LE. MeCreignt, YEI, Washington, D.C. 

This me:worandu: will confirn the referenced 

corversation, at which time Hse. Zes.can was infervel of the 

contents of the enclesed Soverber 26, 1977, letter of 

Mr. Ray. 2&s you ere evare, this Bureau has comupleted the OLD 

piocessing of over £4,006 pages of recori’s pertaining to 

the Kiartin Luther Kino assassination anc has released these 

Gocuncents to Mr. Harold weisberg, while naking copics thereof 

eveileble to the ceneral public in our reading roo>. Certain 

Bocu ents containing dnforration of an extrenely personal nature 

pertaining to ir. Ray were released to Mr. feisberg pursuant to 

Mr. Ray's “saiver,” a copy of which is enclosed herein; however, 

these Gocunents have not been Eade available to the ceneral public. 

Althouch the Pp ‘ocessing of the Gocu.enta pertaining to Dr. King's 

agsassinatior hae been cci-pleted, in afforts to facilitate a 

stipalatedé a@is-iasal in this matter, Hr. Wolsberg is eorolling 
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Assistant Attorney Genera, , 
Civil Division TS 

co Pursuant to SA Mathews’ conversation with Ms. Zusiman Pi 
and in view of Mr. Kay's revocation of his Walver of privacy °? 
rights, no f€orther recerds will be veleased to Mr. Voloberg 
which coitain {information which would be a Clearly urwarranted 
invasion of the personal privacy of Mr. Ray pursuant to Title 
5, United States Code, Section 552. (b) (6) without instructions 
to the contrary froin your office, 

In the event you require further assistance or. 
inforration in this matter, please contact SA Mathews at 
(202) 324-4522. Please keep this office advised of any 
developments in this matter and supply us with copies of 
@ll pavers filed with the Court, 

Enclosures (3) 

1 - United States Attorney (Enclosures 3) 
Distvict of Coluwwbla 
Attention: Mr. John Dugan 
Assistant United States Attorney 

NOTH: 
  

Instant wemorandun conveys a copy of a letter from 
Janes Farl Ray to this Burceiu dated Nover>er 28, 1977, by 
which Mr. Ray revokes his authorization to release docurents 
pertaining to him to plaintiff in instant litiaation. 
Pursuant to this letter, no further releases of inforiation 
which could be considered a clearly unvarranted invasion 
of the personal privacy of..éMr. Ray will be inade until 
instructions to the contrary are received from the Department 

“of Justice. It is noted that with certain sinor exceptions, 
the processing anc release of all requested materfel has been 
mace; therefore, it {£8 not expected that any information will 
be withheld fron plaintiff as a result of Mr. Ray's letter. 
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, Date: 11/16/77 we ~ 
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Tock Serve HAROLD WEISBERG - 
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Vv. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, et al. - Tolehae Mas (U.S.D.C.3° De.) Te SR BE samette Pivvem ee bee'y CiVIL-ACDLON NUMBER 75-1996 

PURPOSE: . To record results of a conference 

  

“ mem held at the office of the Deputy Assistant Attorney General, William Schaeffer on 11/11/77, 
Clncerning ceptioned liti¢ation, 

SYNOPSIS: 
Conference held 11/11/77, with . Plaintiff ana various represen tatives of the Department of Justice including Legal Counsel Division, Federal Pureau of Investigation (FBI), in an effort to reach settlement agreement in captioned litigution. During Cy) 

this conference in an effort to facilitate recognition of issues 4 
renmeining to be resolved Deputy Assistant Attorney General Schaeff 
broposed to hire Plaintiff as e consultant to the Departnent Of Justice ana Supply him with office space and Cierical is 
&SSistance. The FBI hés a¢reed to reprocess certein documents in this matter to be provided pleintiff at the meetine schedulea 
for 11/18/77. 

er 

RECOMMENDATION: Nore. For informetion, 
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DETAILS: 
At 10:00 a.m. on AL/LIL/TT, 
& conrerence wes held at the office of the Deputy Assistant Attorney General William Schaeffer concerning ceptioned litigation, The following individuals were present: Egrole Weisberg, Pleintiff; Jenes 
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Memo YS Assistant Director 
Redords Managment Division 
FEAF OLD WEISBERG v. USDOJ, et al. 

d 
Loses" pleintiff's attorney; William Schseffer, Deputy Assistant Attorney General; Lynne Zusisan, Chief, Privacy and Informetion Section, Departinent of Justice; Douglas Mitchell, Office of ‘ Frivacy and Information Appeals, Department of Justice; John Duzan, F Assistant United States Attorney, District of Columdia; Special Agent Charles Mathews, III, Legal Counsel Division; Docunent Analyst Ralph Harp, Freedom of Informatfon and Frivecy Acts Section &y FEI; Salliane Dougherty, Civ4l Rights Division, Department of Justidk Joe Gross, Office of Professional Responsibility, Department of Justice. 

  

In way of background, instant Jitigetion pertains to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request by weiscerg to the FBI and other departinenteal components for records concerning the | Farctin Luther King assassination. The Bureau hes previously entered into @ stipulation with Weisberg, and pursuent to this hs completed processing all "Murkin" files at FriEQ and gelected field divisions which consisted of over 44,000 pages, 

The 11/11/77, meeting was held to narrow what issues remained in order to reach a settlement between plaintiff eng the Department of Justice. Pursuant to the stipuletion previously entered into in this matter it was incumbent upon the plaintiff, Subsequent to processing of all recorcs, to specify with perticu- larity what deletions he takes issue with. In orcéer to facilitate Mr. Weisberg in his composing of his list of 
evrievances and without prior consultetion with rerresente tives of the FRI, Mr. Schaeffer offered to hire Mr. Weisterg es a Consultant to the Department of Justice. With this ection Mr, Schaeffer advised Mr. wWeisverg he coule supply hii with an office, secreterial end/or paralegal assistants, supplies, and transportation to and from his residence. Mr, heisberg 
neither accepted nor rejected this offer.   To further nérrow the issues in this matter, the 
Bureau egreed at this conference to reprocess aporoximaetely 
2700 index cards and to supply Mr. Weisberg by 11/1§/77, with 
@a list of nanes taken therefron. 

Another meeting has been scheduled with the above- 
hamed individuals to further discuss settlement in this 
matter at 10:00 a.m. on 11/18/77. 
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EXH1B/ 7 37 

Kr. Joba Hartingh —_—— ~ 11/8/77 

FaI-Fola Unit 
J, Edgar Hoover “ldg,Re 6962 

Washington, D.C. 20555 

Dear John, 

This is one of the specifis you all asked for at our last aseting. +t also is one 

l've raised in the past without response. 

Because of all th. saterial when 1 lust wrote you shout this J did not have tine to 

check ny files. Since then J have had occasion to. I've learned what I tixink your people 

should heve realised, that when I refered to pase I really meant Morris Davis. 

Your people also should have been aware, as Youg Mitchell should have been aware 

if DJ review im to be anything other than a rubser stasp, that the Davia identity waa 20% 

secret. He had been in touch with the Kouse assassins, the Bureau then asked for en okay 

to disclose his name in the records for the asseasics comditee, ani in tact that coor 

mittee made him available to Merk kane. Hew in the face of these facts could you claia 

any exemption? 

ne of ths results {f ie to introduce such confusion in these records when there need 

be none. an example is in Birmingham 44-1740, in part beginning about Serial 288 2229 and 

going on for a while and at other points you should have no trouble locating. The oblitera- 

tions add to the confusion, 6s y those I believe to be neith.r nesessary nor justified. 

If you'll examine what you have dene to Serial 2240 I think you'll find an illustration. 

Here there is reference to an unreferenced, unidentied LEM and covering airtel of 

the time of te King ascessination. This Serial, 2240, is dated years later, 12/20/76. 

It thus is impossible ta identify and locate these r-corus, 4f they have been released 

to me, as they should have been. 

I believe that in the processing of these files, uhich was after jour stipulations, 

you violated those stipulations as well as the aG's 5/5/77 directive. Whether or not 

others agree end without regard to wherc we will be going on all of thia or how, I heve 

present need for use of theae records. Their form makes any use an invitation to error. 

It algo licits any use, » fe or uissie. I therefore es that your people go over all those 

that are relevant to the Davis—Prosch-Li berto—Aeromarine—House coumittee-Lane records and 

_ Teprocess thea in accord with the stipulations. 

Ghere is reason to believe that aside from these Sirmingham records there are Ken phis 

recogéds of which I have no recollection at ali. thi. leads me to beliuve that they are not 

in the bemphis records that you cid provide. I believe that my confusion invoiving Sunt 

comes from his being in keaphis. 

The Prosch ca.®, by the way, is largely public at lest fron tre tine he waa indicted 

on well-publicized charges over his cache of weapons. i have lon. had a file on him. I have 

reason to believe that whether or not related to hic cr to tim alone there ate records net 

provided that parallel these kinds of accounts. iy information is from an FBI field office, 

not Heaphis or birmingnaae Tnere was a ciroularizai.on, according to this inforzation, of 

suspacions relating to one big in guns and of that political coloration, as Z now recall 

also connected with support of Goveraer Wallace. Kaybe in cenacction also vith fund raising 

Sincerely, 

Hareld Weisberg
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In Section 27 of #44-38861 the following serials 

reflect that enclosures came in with the numbered communication 

but notations on the communication show the enclosed material 

has been detached and kept in C.R.: 

2636 
2654 
2655 

  

 



Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

253 

254 

818 

984 

1290 

1314 

1582 

1694 

2199 

2268 

2362 

2636 

2654 

2661 

2739 

2823 

2950 

3242 

3328 

3423 

3441 

3645 
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EXHIBIT 39 
a 

MISSING ATTACHMENTS 

Artist concept of suspect 

Artist concept of suspect 

Photo of Jay Wallis Vernon 

Photo of alleged suspect 

Crime scene sketch, maps, of coroner's 
information 

James Earl Ray letter and psychiatric report 

UFAP complaint against Ray 

Illinois State Prison records on Ray 

Missouri State Prison Money Orders 

Pre-sentence report on Ray 

Martin Luther King, Jr. death certificate 

Psychiatric report on Ray 

Missouri State Prison bank records 

Pay phone toll records at El Paso 

Photo of Galt 

Pay phone toll calls at Houston 

Psychiatric report on alleged suspect 

Illinois State Prison record on Jack Gawgon 

Missouri State Prison records 

Photos of: laundry marks 

Ontario letter 

Photo of James Owens 
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Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

Serial 

3739 

3851 

4340 

4432 
4935 

4506 

4555 

4556 

Bureau airtel 

Missouri State Prison medical records 

Photo of Ray's dentures 

York affidavit 

Photos 

BOAC Manifest 

Stephens ‘affidavit 

National Japan Police letter 
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